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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled "Recurrence Relations for Moments of 
Generalised Order Statistics" is a brief collection of the work done so far 
on the subject. I have tried my best to include sufficient and relevant 
materials in a systematic way, which is spread over five chapters. 
Chapter I is introductory in nature and deals with the basic concepts and 
results about order statistics, records, sequential order statistics, generalised 
order statistics, lower generalised order statistics, which may be needed in 
the subsequent chapters, to grasp the idea. 
Chapter II consists of recurrence relations for moments of generalised 
order statistics for some continuous distributions namely Pareto, 
generalised Pareto, Burr and Weibull distributions. The relations for doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution have also been discussed and results for 
order statistics and records are deduced. 
Chapter III contains results on recurrence relations for moments of single 
and joint generalised order statistics for general class of the distribution 
function F{x) = 1 - [ah{x) + bf. Further various deductions and particular 
cases are discussed as well. 
Whereas Chapter IV extends the results of Chapter III where the general 
form of distribution function F(x) is doubly truncated. 
Finally the last Chapter V deals with the recurrence relations for moments 
of lower generalised order statistics taken fi-om a general family of 
distribution. Further its deductions and examples have also discussed. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which we have referred 
and are related to our work. 
Chapter I 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this chapter we have introduced those concepts/results which are needed 
to grasp the idea in subsequent chapters. 
1. Order Statistics 
Let Xj,X2,-",X„ be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having probability density fimction (pdf) f(x) and 
distribution function (df) F(x). Let they be arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude as X^.^ <X2;n ^•"'^^r.n-"'- ^n:n' then 
^1:«'^2:«'"*'^«:« ^ ^ collectively called the order statistics {o.s.) and 
Xj..y^{r = \,2,"-,n) is called the r - t h order statistic of the sample of size 
n. Xi.„ =min(^l ,^2>"*'^«) ^ ^ Jf„.„ =max(Xj,jr2/'->^«) are two 
extreme order statistics or the smallest and the largest order statistics and 
the difference X„.„ -X | . „ is called the range. However if the sample size 
is fixed, we denote X^.^ byZ/^N. 
David and Nagaraja (2003) is the basic book on order statistics dealing in 
detail with its different aspects. Asymptotic theory of extremes and related 
developments of order statistics are well described in an applausive work 
of Galambos (1987). Also, references may be made to Sarhan and 
Greenberg (1962), Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991), Arnold et al. (1992) 
and the references therein. 
The subject of order statistics deals with the properties and applications of 
these ordered random variables (rv) and of function involving them [David 
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and Nagaraja, 2003]. It is different from the rank statistics in which the 
order of the value of the observation rather than its magnitude is 
considered. 
It plays an important role in model building as well as in statistical 
inference. A very interesting application of order statistics found in 
reliability theory. The r - th order statistics X,..^ in a sample of size n 
represents the life length of a (n-r + l) out of n system. This system 
consists of n components of the same kind with independently distributed 
life lengths. All n components start working simultaneously and the 
system fails, if r or more components fail. In other words, ( « - r + l ) 
components are necessary for the system to work. For r = 1, we have a 
series system and the case r = n corresponds to a parallel system. 
2. Distribution of Order Statistics 
Here in this section we will discuss the basic distribution theory of order 
statistics by assuming that population is absolutely continuous. 
Let Xi,X2,-",Xfj be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having pdf f{x) and df F(x). Let Xi.^<X2.„<---<Xfj.„ 
be the corresponding order statistics. 
The pdf of Xf..„ , the r- th order statistics (os) is given by (David and 
Nagaraja, 2003). 
^r.n(^^ = 7—;^ d^(^)y~^[nx)f-'fix) ,-^<x<oo,(l.2A) 
(r-l)!(«-r)! 
where F(x) = [l-F(x)] 
The pdfs of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
fl:„(x)=^n[F(x)f-^f(x), -cx,<x<oo. (1.2.2) 
f„:nix) = n[Hx)f~^f(x), -oo<^<oo. (1.2.3) 
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The df of Xf..^ is given by 
F,,„ix) = ?TiX,,„<x) 
= Pr(at least r of Xi ,^2 ' " " ' ^« ^^ ^ ^^ ^^  * ^ °^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^^ 
n 
= ^ Pr (exactly / of JSf j , ^ 2 >""'' ^ w ^ ^ ^ s^s than or equal to x) 
i=r 
«r«^ 
= Z . [ ^ W ] ' [ ^ W ] " ' ' . - c o < X < c o 
/=A' / 
! rFix) r-\ 
=—""-^ —fv-^ (i~.r^  (iw 
(1.2.4) 
(1.2.5) 
= lFix)(r.n-r^-\). (1.2.6) 
i?/f5 is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums 
as (Khan, 1991) 
/=0 
«-Y«-l-A 
r~\ 
[F{x)Y[F{x)] n-r-i -oo<x<oo (1.2.7) 
For continuous case the pdf of X^.^ may also be obtained by 
differentiating (1.2.5) w.r.t. x. 
From the density function given in (1.2.1), we may obtain the k-\h 
moment of Xf.jj as below: 
4-^=E[Xl^:n]=[yfr:n(^)dx. 
The joint pdf of X^.„, X^^, l<r<s<n is given by 
(1.2.8) 
fr,s:n(^'y) = nl {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
^r-\ [F{x)r'[F{y)-F{x)] s-r-\ 
X[F{y)T~' f(x)fiy) ,-cx,<x<y<oo. (1.2.9) 
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The joint df of Jf^.„ and X_y.„, {\<r<s<n) can be obtained as follows: 
Fr,s:ni^^y) = ^<Xr:n^^^Xs:n^y) 
= Pr( at least r of Xi,X2,---,X^ are at most x and at least s of 
Xi,X2,---,X^ are at most y) 
n J 
= ^ ^Pr(exactly / of X\,X2,--',X„ are at most x and 
j=s i=r 
exactly J of Xi,X2,---,X^ are at most y). 
= t E . „ . "I -mx)nFiy)-F(x)]J-'[F(y)r-J . 
(1.2.10) 
We can write the joint df of X,..^ and JT .^^  in (1.2.10) equivalently as 
r,SMy '^^ (^_i)i( j_^_l)!(„_^)!J3 ^ ^ ^ 
x(l-v)"~VMifv 
= ^F(x),F(>')(^''^ " ' * ' " " ^ + ^)' -oo<:<^<>'<oo, (1.2.11) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that for x > 7 
FrM'^'y^Fs-.niy)- (1.2.12) 
The product moments of the y - t h and ^ - t h order of Xf..„ and Xy„ 
respectively, (\<r<s<n) is given by 
4!s:rl-E[XJ,n^yJ- J>^" y^fr,s:n(^,y)dxdy. (1.2.13) 
-OO<J:<^<OO 
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In general, the j oint pdf of Xj^ .„, X,^ :«»••*. ^ /^ -M 
1 < I'l < i2 <"'<ijc^n is given by 
for 
= n\< n/fe) n [F(x,.^^^,)-F(x,..)] 'V+1-0-' ( 'V.i- ' i - '" 
where :co = -Qo.^^+i = +00.^ 0 = 0,'')t+i = « + i 
(1.2.14) 
Remarks: 
1. The ranking of random variables Xi,X2,---,X„ is preserved under 
any monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
2. If Xf..„,\<r<n, are the order statistics from a continuous 
distribution F(x), then the transformation U^.„ = F(X^.^) produces a 
random variable which is the r - t h order statistic from a uniform 
distribution on t/(0,l). 
3. Even if J^j,X2'""»^rt ^^ ^ independent random variables, order 
statistics are not independent random variables. 
4. Let Xj,A'2,-*'>^/j be iid random variables from a continuous 
distribution, then the set of order statistics {Xi.^,X2-„,---,X^.^} is 
both sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
5. Let X be a continuous random variable with E[Xj..fj] = a^..^, 
i) If a = E(X) exits then a^.^ exists, but converse is not 
necessarily true. That is, a^.j^ may exist for certain (but not all) 
values of r, even though a does not exist. 
ii) af.jj for all n determine the distribution completely. 
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3. Truncated and Conditional Distribution of Order Statistics 
Let ^ be a continuous random variable having pdf f\ {x) and df F\ {x) 
in the interval [-00, co]. 
Now if for the given P^ and Q^ 
Let 
^lfx{x)dx = Q and f^J{x)dx = P, 
then 
This implies 
^^f^{x)dx = P-Q, 
Or 
1 fP, 
- U / i W ^ = i. 
Then doubly truncated pdf of X is given by 
/ W = y ; ^ , ^ € ( a , P i ) (1.3.1) 
and the corresponding df is given by 
This implies 
^ W = ; ^ [ ^ l W - 0 , xeiQ^^PO (1.3.2) 
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The lower and upper truncation points are Qi, P^ respectively; the degrees 
of truncation are Q (from below) and \-P (from above). If we put 
g = 0, the distribution will be truncated to the right. Similarly, for P = 1, 
the distribution will be truncated to the left. Whereas for Q = 0, P = \ we 
get the non truncated distribution. Truncated distributions are useful in 
finding the conditional distributions of order statistics. 
In the following, we will relate the conditional distril:)ution of order 
statistics (conditioned on another order statistic) to the distribution of order 
statistics from a population whose distribution is truncated from the 
original population distribution F(jc). 
Statement 1.3.1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003); Let Xi,X2,--',X„ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F{x) 
and pdf fix), and let X^.^ ^^2:n -'"-^n-n denote the order statistics 
obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.^j, 
given that X^.^ =y for s>r, is the same as the distribution of the r-th 
order statistic obtained from a sample of size (s -1) from a population 
whose distribution is truncated on the right at y. 
Statement 1.3.2: Let X'^,X2,---,X^ be a random sample from an 
absolutely continuous population with df F(x) and pdf f{x), and let 
Xi.y^<X2-ji^"-'^X^.j^ denote the order statistics obtained from this 
sample. Then the conditional distribution of Xyjj, given that .T .^„ = .v for 
r < 5 , is the same as the distribution of the {s-r)-xh order statistic 
obtained from a sample of size {n-r) from a population whose 
distribution is tnmcated on the left at x. 
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4, Record Values and Record Times 
Suppose that XY,X2,-",X^ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F{x). Let F„ = max 
(min){Xi,X2,---,X^) ioT n>\. We say ^y is an upper (lower) record 
values of {X„, n> 1}, if Yj > {<)Yj_^,j > 1. By definition A', is an upper 
as well as lower record values. One can transform the upper record by 
replacing the original sequence of {Xj) by {-Xj j>\} or if 
1 
?Y{Xi > 0) = 1 for all /• by < 
Xi 
,i>\\, the lower record value of this 
sequence will correspond to the upper record values of the original 
sequence (Ahsanullah, 1995). 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
times {[//„)}, « > 0 . That is ^^(„) is the n-\h upper record, where 
^in) = minO'ly >t/(„_i), Xj>Xf/(„_i), n>\} and U^^) = 1 • The 
distribution of Uf^\, n > 1 does not depend on F. Further, we will denote 
Z/„\ as the indices wliere the lower record values occur. By assumption 
Un\ = Ln\ = 1, The distribution of L/„-) also does not depend on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in many 
statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new records 
and in recording them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in sports. 
Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. It 
may also be helpfiil as a model for successively largest insurance claims in 
non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest temperatures. 
Record values are also useflil in reliability theor>'. 
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To be precise, record values are defined by means of record times. That is, 
those times have to be described at which successively largest values 
appear. 
Chandler (1952) shows several properties of record values and notes their 
Markovian structure. Two recent books on ~ecords by AhsanuUah (1995) 
and Arnold et al. (1998) are worth mentioning. 
5. Distribution of Record Values 
Let R{x) be a continuous function of x with R{x) = -\nF{x) and 
0 < F{x) = 1 - F{x), where 'In' is the natural logarithm. 
If we define F^{x) as the df of Xf/(„) for n>\, then we have 
(AhsanuUah, 1995) 
F^{x)=P{Xjj^^^<x)^l^^-^dF{u),-c^<x<^ (1.5.1) 
and the pdf f„(x) of X^(^^^ is 
The joint pdf of Xjjn^ and ^f/(/) is 
-<x^<Xi<Xj<co. (1.5.3) 
The joint pdf of the n record values ^U{\)^^U{2)^'"^^U{n) is given by 
/ I . 2 , - , « K ^ 2 ' - , ^ ; , ) = K J ^ I ) K ^ 2 ) - - - K ^ / ; - I ) / ( ^ / 7 ) . 
-Qo<xi <X2 <-"<x,^_^ <x„ <oo, (1.5.4) 
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where r(x) = — ^ ^ = 4=^^, 0<F(x)<l 
dx f'(x) 
is known as hazard rate. 
In particular at / = 1, j = n, we have 
/l,«K^«) = K l^) iR(x„)-~RixO) (« -2 ) ! 
n-2 
•fiXn), -<=o<Xi<X2< 00 , 
The conditional distribution of ^jj(j)' ^U(i) ~ ^i ^^ 
•^^'^^(7)1^^(0 "^^i) 
fij(Xi,Xj) 
M^i) 
j-i-l (R(xj)-R(xi)y-'-'f(xj) 
-co<Xi <Xj <co (1.5.5) 
and for %(,•) | % ( y ) = xj is 
f('^U(i)\-^U(j)=^j) 
O'-l)! 
(/-l)!(y-/-I)! 
/-I 
1-
R(xj) 
R(xj) 
j-i-\ 
R(X:) 
-cOKXj <Xi^l <CO. (1.5.6) 
6. k- Records 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and 
hence second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let Xi,X2,'--,X„ be an identically and independent sequence of random 
variables with a continuous distribution function F{x) and let k be a 
positive integer. 
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Then the random variables L^^\n) is given by (Kamps, 1995) 
i:^ *)(«) = l 
£(*)(« +1) = min{7 e N;Xj^j^k-\ > ^L^'^)(n),L^''\n)+k-\>'" ^ ^ ' 
are called k-th record times and the quantities ^r{k)( x»« ^ ^  are called 
^ -th record values or ^-records. 
We can obtain ordinary record values at A: = 1. 
Thejoint density of the A;-records ^T(k)ny'--^-^^{k).s is given as 
= r Yi^\[Fix,)f-'f(x,). (1.6.1) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given by 
and 
Fx ,,, (x) = l-[F(x)r Z -[kR(x)y . (1.6.3) 
7. Sequential Order Statistics 
A ^ -out of-n systems are important technical structures which are often 
considered m the literature. Such systems consist of n components of the 
same kind with independent and identically distributed (iid) life lengths. 
All components start working simultaneously, and the system will work as 
long as k components function. Parallel and series systems are particular 
cases of A:-out of-« systems corresponding to k = \ and k = n. 
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respectively. In the conventional modeling of these structures it is 
supposed that the failure of any component does not affect the remaining 
ones. Hence, the ( « - ^ + l)-th order statistic from an iid sample 
describes the lifetime of some A: -out of- n system. 
In it -out of-n system, it is generally assumed that we have components 
of the same kind without any interactions with respect to life-length 
distributions. Hence, the system failure is modelled by an order statistics 
based on iid r.v.'s. 
However, the failure of some components can more or less strongly 
influence the remaining components. This can be thought of as damage 
caused by the / -th failure in the system. Thus, a more flexible model, that 
is more general and therefore more applicable to practical situations, must 
take some dependence structure into account. 
In this model, the life length distribution of the remaining components in 
the system may change after each failure of the components. If we observe 
the / -th failure at time x, the remaining components are now supposed to 
have a possibly different life-length distribution. This distribution is 
truncated on the left at ;c to ensure realizations arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude (Kamps, 1995). 
Let {Yf\<i<n, l<j'<n-i+l be independent random variables with 
(^/^)l<y<n-/+l~^-.l^^'^«. (1.7.1) 
where Fi,F2,-'-,F^ are strictly increasing and continuous distribution 
fimctions 
with F{-\l)<'--<F~\l). 
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Moreover, let, xf^ = YJ^\ \<j<n 
;ri^)=min{;^f),...,4^)} 
and for 2<i<n 
xf = Pr^ (Fi (Y^ )(^. (Xt^^)), 
xP = min{Xy\l < j<n-i + \}. 
Then random variables X; \---,xi"^ are called sequential order statistics. 
If we have absolutely continuous distribution functions Fi,---,F^ with 
densities f\,--',fn respectively, the joint density of the first r sequential 
order statistics Jf* , • • •, x];^^ is given by 
fyiX) y{r){x\,---,Xr) 
«! rr^,...^^'-, 
^' . - > r<n,xo=-co, (1.7.2) 
Remark 1.7.1; Choosing Fi=--- = F^=F, we can obtain the joint 
density function of the order statistics Xj.^,---,^„.^ based on n iid r.v.'s 
with distribution function F. 
Remark 1.7.2; Distribution function of r - th sequential order statistics 
is given by 
F^{x) = \-[F{x)f'-^ \<r<n, (1.7.3) 
where F{x) is a distribution function and Qrj,"-,Qr^  are positive real 
numbers. 
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8. Generalized Order Statistics 
Let F{x) be an absolutely continuous dfW\\h pdf f{x) of r.v. X. Let 
>n-\ n-\ neN, n>2, k>0, m = (mi,m2,---,m„_i)E^" , M,. = J^mj, such 
that /^=k + n-r + M^>0 for all r€{U2,'--,n-l}. Then X{r,n,m,k), 
r = l,2,'--,n are called generalised order statistics (gos) if their joint pdf 
is given by 
/ 
n-l \ n-l 
U=i J/=i 
(1.8.1) 
-1, on the cone F~\0+)<xi <X2<-'-<x„<F \\) of 9?". 
Choosing the parameters appropriately, models such as ordinary order 
statistics ( / / = « - / + ] ; / = l,2,---,«, i.e. wj =W2 ='-- = w„_l =0, 
k = \), k-\h record values (/i=k i.e. wj = ^2 =••• = w„_i = - 1 , 
, k e N), sequential order statistics (// ={n-i + l)Qr/; 
ai,a2,-",C(„ >0), order statistics with non-integral sample size 
(Yi -a-i + l; a>0), Pfeifer's record values (// =>9/; P\,/32,'--,Pn >^) 
and progressive type II censored order statistics (mieNQ, keN) are 
obtained [Kamps (1995), Kamps and Cramer (2001)]. 
The joint density of the first r generalized order statistics gos is given by 
fx(l,n,m,k),--,X(r,n,m,k)(xi^X2'---^'^r) 
=c r-\ 
(r-\ _ ^ 
V/=l ) 
[F{x,)f'-"-''^^^^-^f{x,) (1.8.2) 
, - ] 
onthecone F '{()+)<x^<X2<-"<Xfj<F~\\) 
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Here we may consider two cases: 
Case I: mj =W2 ="-=/w„_l =w 
Case II: Yi'^yj, i,J = \,2,---,n-\ 
For Case I, the marginal density of the r - t h generalized order statistics 
(goi) is given by [Kamps, 1995] 
fx(r,n,m,k) W = •^^^(^)f' " ' /(^) .^n"' (Hx)) (1 -8.3) 
and the joint pdf of X(r,n,m,k) and X{s,n,m,k), \<r<s<n is 
fx{r,n,m,k),Xis,n,m,k)i^^y) 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)V 
^[hminy)) - hrn{F{x))f-'-^ [F{y)Ys "^  f{x)f{y), (1.8.4) 
r 
where Q - l = FI7/ > yi=k + (n- i)(m + 1) 
hm(x) = ^ {\-x)^^\m^-\ w + 1 
log(l-x) ,m = -\ 
The conditional pdf of X(s,n,m,k) givenX{r,n,m,k) = x, \<r<s<n 
is given by 
fx(s, n, m, k)\Xir, n, m, k) (^ ^ I ^) 
_ ^ . -1 [hm iny)) - h,, iFjx))]'-''-^ [F{y)Y^ "^  fj}') 
(.-r-l)!C,_i [F{x)Y^-^ 
x<y (1.8.5) 
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and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, 
\<r<s<n is 
fx(r, n, m, k)\X(s, n, m, k) (^ I >*) -
(^-l)!(w + l) 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! 
^\F{x)r[i-{F{x)r'-h'-\{F{x)r-'^ -{F{y)r^^f-''-^ ^ ^^^^ 
[\-{F{y)r^'Y-' 
x<y (1.8.6) 
For Case II, the pdf of X(r,n,m,k) is (Kamps and Cramer, 2001) 
fx(r,n,m,k)(x) = Q - i f(x) t^iir)[F(x)V'-^ 
/=1 
and the joint pdf of X(r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k), \<r<s<n is 
(1.8.7) 
fx{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)(-^^y) = Cs-\ Z 4 i^) 
/=r+l 
X«/(A')(F(;c))^' 
./=1 
fix) f{y) 
(Fix)) iF(y)) (1.8.8) 
where C;._i = 1 1 / / ' ri=k + n-i + Mi, 
i=l 
«/(0=fl- ^ 
y = l ( r y - n ) ' 
1 < / < r < rt 
J*' 
,(r) 1 
and 4 ('^)= n ~ —,r + \<i<s<n. 
J*' 
Thus, the conditional / ? ^ of X(s,n,m,k) given X{r,u,m,k)^x, 
\<r<s<n is given by 
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fx(s, n, m, k)\Xir, n, in, k) (>" I ^) 
^s-\ (^)< 
c 
Z 4'is) 
r-l/=r+l 
Fjy) 
Fix) 
Yi fjy) 
[Fiy)] , x<y 
(1.8.9) 
and the conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, 
\<r <s<n is given by 
fxir,n,m,k)\Xis,n,m,k)^^\y'i 
/=r+l 
^ ^ ( ^ ) V / i ^ 
F{x) 
fix) Z^iir)iFix)f- f^^^^ 
t.^iis)[Fiy)f' 
L/=l 
(1.8.10) 
1 
9. Lower Generalised Order Statistics 
The model of generalised order statistics igos) contains as special cases, 
order statistics, sequential order statistics, Stigler's order statistics, record 
values. They can be easily applicable in practice problems except that 
when Fix) is so called inverse distribution function (inverse exponential, 
inverse Weibull and inverse Pareto, etc), in this case when F is an inverse 
distribution function, we need a concept of lower generalized order 
statistics Qgos) [Pawlas and Syznal, 2001b]. 
Let neN, k>l, /w e 5R, be the parameters such that 
n-l 
/^=k + n~r + M^>0, M^ = 2]wy , forall r , \<r<n-\. 
J=r 
By the lower generalized order statistics from an absolutely continuous 
distribution function Fix) with the probability density function fix) we 
mean random variables X'i],n,m,k),---,X'in,n,ff],k) having joint pdf of 
the form 
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^n-\ ^ 
Ylrj 
0=1 
n-\ \ 
[F{x„)f~^f{x„). (1.9.1) 
.-1 -1, ForF"'(l)>;ci>;c2>--->JC„>F ^0) 
Here we may consider two cases: 
Case I: /«i =^2 =••• = /«„_! =w 
The pdf of r - th lower generalized order statistics is given by 
fx\r,n,m,k) W = jf^^^^^^^"^'' ' ' Z^^)^^"' (^(^))" (1.9.2) 
The joint pdf of r - th and ^ -th lower generalized order statistics is 
fx'(r,n,m, k), X'{s,n,m, k) (^' y) = Q-1 m {r-\)\{s-r-\)\ [F{x)rf{x) 
.r-\ -\ X gm {F{x))[hn,(F(y)) - h^(Fix))]'-'-' [F(y)fs-^f{y), 
a<y<x<j3, (1.9.3) 
where h,„(x) = -l^ m + l 
log^, 
^ x"'^\ m^-1 
m = -\ 
and grn(x) = h^(x)-h^{l),xe[0,l). 
CaseII: r/5^/y, i,j = l,2,"-,rj-\ 
The pdf of r -th lower generalized order statistics is given by 
fx'(r,n,m,k) W = C,_i f(x)Y,ci,(r)[F(x)] r.-\ (1.9.4) 
The joint pdf of r -th and s -th lower generalized order statistics is 
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fx'{r,n,m,k\X\s,n,m,k)^^^y) = ^s-\ zL^i ^^^ 
i=r+l 
fjy) 
F{x) 
xta , - ( r ) [F(x)f ' -^ | f^ , a<y<x<^, (1.9.5) 
where C^ _i = n ^ / 5 /j =k + n-i + Mj, 
i=l 
S 1 
and ai^''\s)= Jl ' r + \<i<s<n. 
j=r+l^^J ~ ^ / ) 
j^i 
10. Moments and Recurrence Relations 
Order statistics and their moments have received attention from the 
beginning of this century since Gallon (1902) and Pearson (1902) studied 
the distribution of the difference of the successive order statistics. The 
moments of order statistics did, subsequently, assume considerable 
importance in the statistics literature and have been numerically tabulated 
extensively for several distributions. For example one can refer to David 
and Nagaraja (2003), Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Arnold and 
Balakrishnan (1989), Arnold et al. (1992) for details. 
There are mainly three reasons due to which recurrence relations and 
identities have great importance. 
i) Reduce the amount of direct computations and hence reduce the time 
and labour. 
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ii) They express the higher order moments in terms of the lower order 
moments and hence make the evaluation of higher order moments 
easy. 
iii) Provide some simple checks to test the accuracy of computation of 
moments of order statistics. 
Shah (1966, 1970), Tarter (1966) have obtained moments of order statistics 
from logistic distribution. 
Krishnaiah and Rizvi (1967), Joshi (1979b) have obtained recurrence 
relations for the moments of order statistics from gamma distribution. 
Joshi (1982) also obtained some recurrence relations for mixed moments of 
order statistics for exponential and truncated exponential distribution, 
Malik (1967), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983b) have obtained recurrence 
relations for the moments .of order statistics from power function 
distribution. 
Lieblien (1955), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a) have obtained recurrence 
relations for moments of order statistics from Weibull distribution. 
Govindarajulu (1963) has established relationships between moments of 
exponential and Laplace order statistics. 
Saleh et al. (1975), Joshi (1978, 1979a) have given recurrence relations for 
the moments of order statistics from truncated exponential distribution. 
Malik (1966), Kabe (1972), Huang (1975), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) 
have obtained the relations for truncated and non-truncated Pareto 
distribution. 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983a, 1983b, 1984) obtained recurrence relations 
for single and product moments of order statistics from symmetrically 
truncated logistic distribution and doubly truncated exponential 
distributions. 
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Khan et al. (1983a) developed general results for finding the ^ - t h 
moment of order statistics without considering any particular distribution. 
Further, these results were utilized to obtain recurrence relations for doubly 
truncated and non-truncated distributions, thus unifying all the known' 
results on recurrence relations for moments of order statistics. Khan et al. 
(1983b) also extended the results for product moments of order statistics 
for doubly truncated and non-truncated distributions. 
Khan et al. (1984) obtained the inverse moments of order statistics for 
exponential distribution whereas Ali and Khan (1996) obtained the ratio 
and product moments of order statistics from Weibull and exponential 
distribution. Unifying earlier results Khan and Athar (2000) established 
relations for ratio and product moments of order statistics from doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution. 
Khan and Khan (1987) obtained recurrence relations for single and product 
moments of order statistics for doubly truncated Burr distribution (Burr 
type XII) and utilized the relations to characterize the distribution. Further 
Khan et al. (1987) established the relations for logistic distribution. Ali 
and Khan (1987) obtained the recurrence relations between moments of 
order statistics for log-logistic distribution whereas Balakrishnan and 
Kocherlakota (1986) and Al-Shboul and Khan (1989) obtained moments of 
order statistics for doubly truncated log-logistic distribution. 
Balakrishnan et al. (1988) obtained recurrence relations and identities for 
moments of order statistics for some specific continuous distributions 
whereas Balakrishnan et al. (1992) established general relations and 
identities for order statistics from non-independent non-identical variables. 
Ali and Khan (1995) have obtained ratio and product moments of two 
order statistics of different order from Burr distribution. Further they have 
deduced the moments and inverse moments of single order statistics from 
the product moments. 
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Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (1996) obtained the relationships for 
moments of order statistics from the right-truncated generalized half 
logistic distribution while Ali and Khan (1997) established recurrence 
relations for the expectations of a function of single order statistics from a 
general class of distribution. Further Ali and Khan (1998) also established 
recurrence relations for expected values of certain functions of two order 
statistics. Saran and Pushkarana (1999) established the recurrence relations 
for single and product moments of order statistics from doubly truncated 
generalized exponential distribution. Related results may also be found in 
Khan et al. (1987) and Khan and Abu-Salih (1988). 
Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1994a, 1994b) established recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of record values from generalized 
Pareto distribution and Lomax distribution respectively. Further, 
Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1995) obtained recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of record values from exponential distribution. 
Pawlas and Szynal (1998) developed relations for single and product 
moments of ^ - t h record values from exponential and Gumbel 
distributions, whereas Pawlas and Szynal (1999) established relations for 
single and product moments of k-Xh record values from Pareto, 
generalized Pareto and Burr distributions. 
Kamps (1995) investigated recurrence relations for moments of generalized 
order statistics based on non-identically distributed random variables, 
which contains order statistics and record values as special cases. 
Cramer and Kamps (2000) derived relations for expectations of functions 
of generalized order statistics within a class of distributions including a 
variety of identities for single and product moments of ordinary order 
statistics and record values as particular cases. 
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Pawlas and Szynal (2001a) derived recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of generalized order statistics from Pareto, generalized 
Pareto and Burr distributions. Khan et al. (2007) obtained recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of generalized order statistics 
from doubly truncated Weibull distribution. 
Pawlas and Szynal (2001b) defined the concept of lower generalized order 
statistics and obtained the recurrence relations for single and product 
moments of lower generalized order statistics from the inverse Weibull 
distribution. 
Athar and Islam (2004) established some recurrence relations between 
expectation of function of single and joint generalized order statistics from 
a general class of distribution. Further Athar et al. (2007b) generalized the 
result of Athar and Islam (2004) and established the relations for the 
expectation of fimction of go^ for truncated distributions. 
Athar et al. (2007a) obtained the ratio and inverse moments of generalized 
order statistics from Weibull distribution. 
11. Some Continuous Distributions 
i. Pareto Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its 
probability density fimction {pdf) f(x] and distribution fimction 
(df) F{x) are of the form given below: 
/ W = - ^ ^ , x>(J, a, o->0 (1.11.1) 
and the df is given by 
Fi.x)==-f{x), x>a, a, cr>0. (1.11.2) 
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Usage: Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are 
distributed according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city 
population sizes, personal income etc. 
ii. Generalized Pareto Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a generalised Pareto distribution if its 
pdf and df are of the form given below: 
fix) 
e~^, x>0,Qr = 0 
0, o.w. 
(1.11.3) 
The generalised Pareto distribution in (1.11.3) was introduced by Pickands 
(1975). Here, 
/(;c) = (l + aA:)~^ '^^ ^ \ x>0,Qr>0 (1.11.4) 
and the df is given by 
_ „ - ! 
F(x) = l - (1 + Gr;f) " , x > 0 , a > 0 (1.11.5) 
More detail on different types of Pareto distributions was given by Arnold 
(1983). 
iii. Power Function Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its 
pdf and df are of the form given below: 
f{x) = pX-PxP-\ 0<x<;i, A,p>0 (1.11.6) 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = X-PxP, 0<x<X,, Z,p>0 (1.11.7) 
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Usage: The power function distribution is used to approximate 
representation of the lower tail of the distribution of random variable 
having fixed lower bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function 
distribution, then Y = — has a Pareto distribution. 
X 
iv. Weibull Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f{x) = epxP~^e~^''\ 0<;c<cx>, 0, p>0 (1.11.8) 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = \-e~^''\ 0<x<oo,0,p>0. (1.11.9) 
Remark 1.11.1: If we put p = Y in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf 
of exponential distribution. 
Remark 1.11.2: If we put /? = 2, it gives pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
Remark 1.11.3: If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
7 = - p l o d — is 
which is a form of an Extreme Value distribution. 
Remark 1.11.4: The pdf and the df of inverse Weibull distribution is 
given by 
fix) = epx-^P-^^^e-^''~\ 0< .v<x , ^ , p > 0 (1.11.10) 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = e-^''\ 0<A:<OO, (9,p>0. (1.11.II) 
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Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality 
control. The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of 
strict randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is 
sometimes used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal 
response data. 
V. Exponential Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its pdf 
is given by 
f{x) = ee~^^, 0<x<oo, e>0 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = \-e~^'', 0<;c<oo, e>0. 
Usage: The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing 
a large class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory. 
The exponential distribution has many other applications. In fact, 
whenever a continuous random variable X assuming non-negative values 
satisfies the assumption 
Vx{X>s + t\X>s)=^?x{X>t) forall 5 and/ , 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
vi. Rectangular Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a rectangular distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
/ W = - l - , J3<x<X 
A- p 
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and the df is given by 
Tiie standard rectangular distribution /?(0,1) is obtained by putting p = 0 
and /l = l. It is noted that every distribution function F{x) follows 
rectangular distribution i?(0,l). 
Usage: This distribution is used in "rounding off errors, probability 
integral transformation, random number generation, traffic flow, generation 
of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
vii. Burr Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Burr distribution if its pdf and df 
are of the form given below 
f{x) = XrJ3^ —j-r, 0<x<oo, A / l , r > 0 (1.11.12) 
and the corresponding df is given by 
F(x) = f(x) ^ ; ,0<x<cx), /?, / l ,r>0. (1.11.13) 
Usage: This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation 
and in reliability theory. At r = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas 
at i = 1, it is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
Chapter II 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE MOMENTS OF 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS FROM SOME SPECIFIC 
DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
generalised order statistics from Pareto, generalised Pareto, Burr and 
Weibull distribution have been considered. The relation for doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution has also been discussed and the results for 
order statistics and records are deduced. 
2. Recurrence Relations for Moments of Burr Distribution 
Using (1.11.13), (1.8.3) and (1.8.4), the following recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of gos from the Burr distribution can be 
obtained. 
Theorem 2.2.1 (Pawlas and Szynal, 2001a): Fix a positive integer k. 
¥orneN,me'iR,\<r<n and y = 0,1,2,-••, such that ^rf.T>(j + T) 
E[XJ^'{r,n,m,k)]= , ^^^^/^ E[XJ{r,n,m,k)] 
+ ^^'[ E[XJ^'(r,n,m,k)}. (2.2.1) 
Proof: From (1.8.3), we have 
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(r-iy. -^  
= 7 % - ^xJ [F(x)Yr -1 / (^ ) ^;;-l (/.(^)) (/?-. ^^) ^ . (2.2.2) 
Now in view of (1,11.13), RHS of (2.2.2) will reduces as 
= 7%^ ' i r rx -^ ' -^^- l [FWf^g; -^ ( /^ (x) )^ . (2.2.3) 
(r-1)! •" 
jr* I . ^ _,. 1 
Integrating (2.2.3) by parts, treating x-' as part of the integration and 
taking into account thaty + r < Ay^, we get 
( r - l ) ! 0 + r ) -" 
C , ( . - l ) i r ^ ^ y , , [ F ( . ) ] ^ ^ - - / ( . ) g - 2 ( ^ ( , ) ) ^ 
( r -1) ! (y + r) •" 
as C^_i = /^C;._2 
and yf._i -! = •/,. +m 
0 + ^ ) ij + r) 
Thus 
^[^^••'^(r,«, w,/:)] + /?£[X-^(r,;7,w,A')] 
= -^£[^^ '^^( r , ,7 , ;77 ,> t ) ] - -^£[ . r>-^^^ 
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^/r^-O' + O Or E[X-^-^''(r,n,m,k)] (J + T) 
ij + r) 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 2.2.1: The recurrence relations for single moments of order 
statistics at w = 0, k = \ have the form 
£( W;^) = &l±^ E{XJ.„) 
+ ^^(^-^^1) Eixi^lj. (2.2.4) 
Remark 2.2.2: The recurrence relations for single moments of ^-th 
record values at m = - 1 , ^ e A^  have the form 
+ / ^ ' £(4-{)^ ''^  (2.2.5) 
Following relations contain the results from Ahsanullah (1998) and 
Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1994a). 
Remark2.2.3: Under the assumption of Theorem 2.2.1 with r = l, 
X = fi = a'', we have the corresponding recurrence relations for the 
generalised Pareto distribution as 
E[XJ'-\r,n,m,k)]^ U±^)—E[XHrJunuk)] 
r,-a(J + \) 
+ ^^^^-—-ElXJ'-^r-ln^niM- (2.2.6) 
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Remark 2.2.4: For a = -\. Remark 2.2.3 gives the recurrence relations 
for the uniform distribution on (0,1) 
^r + O + l) 
+ ^-^—-E[XJ^\r-U,m,k)]. (2.2.7) 
Remark 2.2.5: For a = Q, Remark 2.2.3 gives the recurrence relations 
for the exponential distribution with pdf e 
E[XJ^\r,n,m,k)] 
- ^^ "^  ^^•E[XJ{r,n,m,k)] + E[XJ^^(r - \,n,m,k)]. (2.2.8) 
rr 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Pawlas and Syznal 2001a): Fix a positive integer 
k>\. For n^N, we9?, l<r<n and /,/ = 0,1,2,-••, such that 
U + T)<ArrT 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ^'' (r + l,n,m,k)] 
= -~^^~—E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ{r + \,n,m,k)] 
4- ^^^^^\ E[r^J^'(r,n,m,k)]. (2.2.9) 
and for \<r<s -2<n 
E[X' {r,n,m,k)XJ'^'' {s,n,m,k)] 
= ^^^^^^ E[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ'^'(s,n,m,k)] 
^T/s-ij + r) 
^1 ^7^ r^[^'(^/^,w,^)^r^'"'''(5-l,A7,/«.^)]. (2.2.10) 
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Proof: For 1 < r < 5 - 2 and i,j = 0,1,2,- ••, we have 
j3E[x\r,n,m,k) XJ(s,n,mM-^ E[X'{r,n,m,k) XJ^''(s,n,m,k)] 
=(.-i£-"'_,Xf-V[mr/w.-'(FW) 
X [hminyy) - h^{F{x))]'-'-\F{y)Y^ "^  f{y)dydx 
x[F(;;)f^-V(>;)(y^ + /)^>;c^. (2.2.11) 
Now using (1.11.13), RHS of(2.2.11) will reduces as 
( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! •" 
(2.2.12) 
where 
Integrating I{x) by parts, we obtain 
=(77;y r-*-'^ '!^ '" (^oo) - h,„ (Fix))] -'•-' 
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(s-r-1) FOj+Tr, (rrt^w-h (F(rW^'-'-'^ 
1 + T) ^ 
x[F(y)p-^-^f(y)dy 
as h'^F(y) = [Fiy)rf(y). 
Now by putting the value of I{x) in (2.2.12), we get 
{r-l)l{s-r-i)\{j+ T)'^ -^  
X [hm iF(y)) - h^ (F{x))] '-'-^ [F(y)p '^ fiy)ciydx 
^^ Cs-2 Ys 
~s r^'V''[^wr^r'(^w)/w {r-\)\{s-r-2)\U + r) 
X [hminy)) - h^{F{x))f-'-\F{y)Y^-^ "^  f{y)dydx. 
Thus 
PE[X\r,n,m,k)XJ {s,n,m,k)\ + E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^'^''{s,n,m,k)] 
U + T) 
U + T) 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ''^{s,n,m,k)] 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ^''{s - \,n,m,k)] 
Or 
' \ \E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJ^'{s,n,m,k)] 
U + T) 
E{X\r,n,m,k)X^^\s - \n,m,k)\ 
U + T) 
+ j3E[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ(s,n,m,k)] 
and hence the Theorem. 
If we put 5 = r +1 in (2.2.10), relation (2.2.9) can be established. 
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Remark 2.2.6: The recurrence relations for product moments of order 
statistics at w = 0, A: = 1 have the form 
• ^^("-^-^D E(Xi,„xi*'). (2.2.13) 
Now put 5 = r +1 in relation (2.2.13), we get 
Remark 2.2.7: The recurrence relations for product moments of A; - th 
record values ai m = -\,keN have the form 
/lr«:-0 + r) 
^i7I^^(^**'^'(^Sy^^]. (2.2.15) 
Now put 5 = r +1 in above expression, we get 
ATk — \] "^ '^) 
+ , / " . ^ £[(-yW)'"^'"^]. (2.2.16) 
Remark 2.2.8: Under the assumption of Theorem 2.3.1 with r = l, 
X = i3 = a~ we have the corresponding recurrence relations for the 
generalised Pareto distribution. 
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For l<r<s-2 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ'^\s,n,m,k)] 
= -^^ "^ /.^  ^E[X\r,r2,m,k)XJ(s,n,m,k)] 
+ ^^jr—77E[^'(r^n,m,k)XJ'-\s-\,n,m,k)]. (2.2.17) 
Now put s = r + l in relation (2.2.17), we get 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ'^\r + l,n,m,k)] 
= ^•^"^)^. E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJir + \,n,m,k)] 
+ ^ \ . E[X^'-J^\r,n,m,k)]- (2.2.18) 
Remark 2.2.9: For a = -\, Remark 2.2.8 gives the recurrence relations 
for the uniform distribution on(0,l). 
For l<r<s-2 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJ^\s,n,m,k)] 
a +1) 
/5+0' + l) 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)X-' is,n,m,k)] 
+ y^-r7E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJ'-\s-ln,m,k)]- (2.2.19) 
Now put i' = /- +1 in above expression, we get 
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E[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ'^\r + l,n,m,k)] 
= ^-^'^/^ ^E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ\r + l,rj,m,k)] 
+ ^;-i. —E[X''-J^\r,n,mM- (2-2.20) 
Remark 2.2.10: For a = 0. Remark 2.2.8 gives the recurrence relations 
for the exponential distribution with pdf e 
For l<r<s-2 
E[X'(r,rj,m,k)XJ'^\s,n,m,k)] 
= il±^E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ{s,n,m,k)] 
Ys 
+ E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ^^{s - \,n,m,k)]. (2.2.21) 
Now put s = r + \ in above expression, we get 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ^^{r + \,n,m,k)] 
= ^ J^E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ{r + \,n,m,k)] 
rr+i 
+ E[X'-'J-'\r,n,m,k)]- (2.2.22) 
3. Recurrence Relations for Moments of Pareto Distribution 
Using (1.11,2), (1.8.3) and (1.8.4) and an argument similar to the one used 
in the proof of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we get recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of generalised order statistics from Pareto 
distribution. 
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Theorem 2.3.1 (Pawlas and Syznal 2001a): Fix a positive integer 
A: > 1. For n&N, me'iR, \<r<n and i,j = 0,1,2,---, such that ay^ > s 
E[X\r,n,m,k) X^{r + \,n,m,k)] 
= ""^"^^ ,E[X^-'Jir,n,m,k)]. (2.3.1) 
Remark 2.3.1: Under the assumption of Theorem 2,3.1 with ^ = 1. 
w = 0 we get the relations for product moments of order statistics, and 
when w = - l , we get the relations for product moments of A:-th record 
values. 
At k = l, m = 0 
E[(Xi:r^) iX'r^i.„)] = , ""^T? n^ t(^ -^^ '^)J' (^ .3.2) 
'^^•" a(n-r)-(r + \) 
At m = -\, 
£[(4*')' (A-Wy]= "^ ,£[(^W).>;]. (2.3.3) 
4. Recurrence Relations for Moments of WeibuU Distribution 
Using (1.3.1), (1.11.8) for 6 = 1, the truncated pdf for Weibull 
distribution is given by 
fix)= p_Q , -\og{\-Q)<xP <-\og{\-P),p>0 (2.4.1) 
and on using (1.3.2), the df will be 
F{x) = -P2 +-x^-Pf{x), x>0,p>0, (2.4.2) 
where 
QP=-\og{\-Q), pP=-\og{\-P), Q2=y~^ Pi = ~ 
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Before coming to the main results following lemmas should be proved. 
Assume throughout (^{x) is a measurable function of x and is 
differentiable. 
Lemma 2.4.1: F p r 2 < r < « , «>2 and A: = l, 2,-" 
i) E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}]-£:[<^Wr-ln,m,k)}] 
= 7 ^ ^ ' <^'(x)[Fix)fr gr^-l (F(x))dx. (2.4.3) 
ii) E[^{X(r - l,n,m,k)}] - E{^{X{r -1,« - \,m,k)]\ 
= - ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ So'^'ixmx)]^^ f{x)/^-'(F(x))dx. (2.4.4) 
n (r-2)!'^i 
iii) E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X(r -\,n- l,m,k)}] 
= T " ( ~ ^ ig, ^ 'W[^W]^^ f(x)g'm-^(F(x))dx. (2.4.5) 
Proof i): By using (1.8.3), we have 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}]" E[^{X{r - \,n,m,k)}] 
= ~f~ ^\ ^(x)[F(x)Yr -^f{x)/^-^ {F{x))dx 
- ( ^ ^ ; ^{x)[F{x)Yr-^ -'f{x)g'-^-\F{x))dx. (2.4.6) 
Since 
r-\ 
^r-2 = n ri Q-1 
and 
rr-\ =k + (in + l)(n - r + 1) = v,. + (m + 1) 
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Therefore RHS of (2.4.6) becomes 
( r -1 ) ! -yi 
( r -1 ) C,_i rP, 
Yr (r -1)! -yi 
C _ i rP^ 
__W-1 
( r - l ) ! -e i ^1 ^(x) [F(x) ]^VWg;"^(^W) 
[F(x)] rr 
(2.4.7) 
Let 
yix) = -—[F{x)Y'-g'^-\Fix)), 
Tr 
(2.4.8) 
where 
and 
v{x) ->• 0 as ;c -> i2i or x-^P^ 
y\x) = - l [ r , [F(^)]^^ -1 (-/(x))g;,-l (F(;c)) 
+ ir - l)^;~^(i^W)[F(x)]^^ •''"/(;c)] 
i/r v ' /„^_r-2 , 
= [^W] ' ' - /Wg;" ' ( i^ (x) ) 
(2.4.9) 
as g;„(i^W) = - ^ [ l - ( F ( x ) ) ' " - ^ ^ ] 
and 
g;«(^w)=Fwf/w, 
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In view of (2.4.9), RHS of (2.4.7) reduces as 
(r-l)!-yi 
Now integrating (2.4.10) by parts, we get 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X{r - Uhm,k))] 
(r -1)! Vi 
as i^(ei) = 0, F(Pi) = l 
and hence on using value of v{x) from (2.4.8) we get the result. 
Proof ii): We have 
E\^{X{r - \n,m,K))-\ - E[^{X(r -1,« - lm,k)}] 
- 2 ) 
,(«-l) 
(r- )!-ei 
^ ^{x){F{x)\^r-x -1 /(^)^;-2(7r(^))^ 
- r ^ l ? ^W[^w]^^"'^"Vw^;"^(/^w)^. (2.4.11) 
(r - 2)! vi 
Since 
and 
r("-l) - ^r ^ 
c 2 -—(-r-2-
n 
Then from (2.4.11), we have 
E{^{X{r - \n,m,k)]\ - E[<^{X(r -l,n- l,m,k)}] 
x< [F(x)r'-^~^ldx. (2.4.12) 
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Let 
v{x) = -[F{x)Y'-g'n[\F{x)) (2.4.13) 
Then 
v'{x) = [F(x)fr "VW^;,"^(^W) 
-I^[l - (F(x)r^^] - (r - l)[F(x)r^^ (2.4.14) 
Consider, 
rr -r/„\NW + l 
m + l 
[l-(Fix)m-(r-l)[F{x)] m+\ 
k + in-\){m + l)]^^^^^^n,+l _-^_^_ (^• - l ) (w + l) 
m + l k + {fi-\)(m + \) 
n 
m + \ n 
Therefore from (2.4.14), we have 
v\x) n rc^ / .M/r- l^ / - -N~^-2-
m + \ 
[Fix)rr-^f(x)g'^-'(Fix))i [F(xr-'-^\ 
n 
Then RES of (2.4.12) reduces as 
ri (r-2)!-ei (2.4.15) 
Now integrating (2.4.15) by parts, we get 
E[^{X{r - l,n,w,k)}] - E[^{X{r -1,« - \,m,k)}] 
71 (r-D\^\ 
and on using the value of v{x) from (2.4.13). we get the required result. 
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Proof iii): We have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r - \,n - \,m,k)}] 
(r -1)! -vi 
gm(nx))- (r-\) k + in-\)im + l) 
dx (2.4.16) 
Let 
v(x) = -[F(x)]^'-^^-^(F(x)) (2.4.17) 
Then 
v'(^) = [F(x)f^-V(x)gJ,-2(F(x)) 
x[gnt(^(x))rr-[nx)r'-\r-\)]. 
Further proof follows on lines of Lemma 2.4.1 ii). 
Lemma 2.4.2: For l<r<s<n-l, n>2 and ^ = 1,2,-
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - \,n,m,k)]] 
Cs-2 fi f\l_ 
X [hmiHy)) - K,{F{x))r-'-' [Fiy)Y-^ dydx, (2.4.18) 
where ^(.r, v) = ^^  (x) q^ iy) • 
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Proof: By using (1.8.4), we have 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}]-E[<^{X(r,fi,m,k)X(s -l,n,m,k)}] 
's-2 rP^ cP 
{r-\)\{s-r-2)\^\ 
\^ I' ^{x,y)[F{.x)r J\x)g';-\F{x)) 
><[h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))Y-'-\F{y)Y^~^-^f{y)dydx 
{r _l)|;r-.-l)! t t' (^-'> )^t^ (-)]''' ms'm\Fix)) 
X [hminy)) - hrrr{F{x))r'-\F{y)Y^ "^  f{y) 
A[KiFiy))-h^iFix))]-^'-'-'^^^^y^^ 
Ys 
w+1 
dydx. (2.4.19) 
as C C 5 - 2 - 5-1 
r. 
and r , - i - l = r . + w . 
Let 
1 
v{x,y) = [hJF(y)) - hJF{x))r''-'[F{y)Ys 
rs 
-^v(x,y) := -^{{s - r - \)[h^{F{y)) - h,^,{F{x))r'-^ 
X[F{y)r fiy)[Fiy)Y^ -/,[F{y)Ys-1 /(v.) 
(2.4.20) 
s-r-\ >^[hmiF{y))-h^{F{x))r-'-'} 
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= [hmiFiy))- Kinx))f-'-\F{y)Y''-^ f(y) 
x< [hrrr(F{y))-h^(Fix))] 
(s-r-\)[F(y)] m+\ 
Ys 
(2.4.21) 
as i-h^{F{y)) = [F{y)r f{y) dy 
Therefore in view of (2.4.21), (2.4.19) reduces to 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}] - E[<^{Xir,n,m,k)Xis - l,n,m,k)}] 
, ,!;;-' ,„ C' 1^ (x)[F(x)r /(x)^;-^(Fix)) 
{r -1)!(5 - r - 1 ) ! "^i 
x< C^2(y)^Hx,y)dy[dx. (2.4.22) 
Now in view of (2.4.20), we get 
cP. . . . d 
I'<^2(y)^y(x^y)^y dy 
= — C ^2(y)[hm(Fiy))- hJF(x))r-'-\F(y)f^ dy. (2.4.23) 
Ys 
After substituting (2.4.23) in (2.4.22) and noting that 
—^(x,y) = ^i(x)<^2(y)' the required expression is obtained. dy 
Using equations (2.4.1), (2.4.2) and Lemmas 2.4.1, 2.4.2, the following 
recurrence relations for single and product moments of gos from Weibull 
distribution can be obtained. 
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Theorem 2.4.1 (Khan et at. 2007): For WeibuU distribution as given in 
(2.4.1) and neN, me'iR, 2<r<n 
E[XJ(r,n,m,k)] - E[XJ(r -\,n- \,m,k)] 
= -P2K{E[X-i{r,n- \,m,k + m)] - E[XJ (r -\,n-lm,k + m)]) 
+ J-E[XJ-P{r,n,m,k)], 
PYl 
(2.4.24) 
where 
K = 
-,{n-\) 
>-2 -\( „("-l) "l 
^{n-\,k+m) A1 
^r-2 '=1 
n 
rt'hm ^yj"-'^Kk + (n-i-\)(m + l). 
Proof: From (2.4.2) and (2.4.5) by replacing ^(x) with x-^, we have 
E[XJir,n,m,k)] - ElX^'ir -l,n- \,m,k)] 
x< -P2+-x^-Pfix)\dx 
=-^2jri^4>'''f^(^^^'"'^^"^^^^^^)^ 
pri (r-l)!fe r-l. X-' ^[F{x)Y'- 'f(x)g';'(F(x))dx 
-,(«-!) 
=-^2 f^j 4; -'-' iFix)Y^ g:;' iF{.))dx 
+ ^-E[XJ-P{r,n,m,k)] 
P/l 
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as rr - 1 = r^""^'^'"'") ={k + m) + {n-r- l)(m + \),Cr-\ = Yx C^^Si^ 
and hence the required result. 
If we put p = 1 in the above expression, we got the corresponding result for 
exponential distribution. For the non-truncated case one has to put P = 1, 
^ = 0. 
Remark 2.4.1: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics at w = 0, A: = 1 is 
^^ ^ r:n-\^ ^ r-\:n-\^' 
Or 
= -P2 {^(^4_i)-£(^^i :„_i)} rj-E{XJr/). (2.4.25) 
^(^/:«) = Ql £(^/-i:„-i) - Pi ^ ( ^ 4 _ i ) + j-EiXJ-/). (2.4.26) 
For r = 1 
For r = n 
^(^4) = Ql Ql' - Pi E(^L-l) + j-^'<H7)' (2.4.27) 
np 
where by convention we use X^.^_i = Pj and XQ.^ = (?j as obtained by 
Khanetal. (1983 a). 
Remark 2.4.2: Recurrence relation for single moments of /: -th record 
statistics at w = - 1 , ke N is 
£(x/y-£(jr/,)^ 
= -Po 
r -1 
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'r-2 
as i^ = —l^l^if—= rT M - ,r\=k. 
Similarly, the recurrence relations for single moments of order statistics 
with non-integral sample size at w = 0, k = a - n + \, a eVi" and for 
sequential order statistics at m=^a-\,k = a may be obtained. 
Theorem 2.4.2 (Khan et al. 2007): For the distribution given in (2.4.1) 
and neN, /wG9^, 2<r <n 
E[XJ\r,n,m,k)] - E[XJ\r -1,« - lm,k)] 
= iPjlSlK*jE[<^{X{r,n,m,k + \)}]. 
pn 
(2.4.29) 
-^{-{\-P)E[(l>{X{r,n,m,k)]] + E[XJ-P{r,n,m,k)]], 
pn 
(2.4.30) 
where 
«-)-^-''«^'-^'=^=n rf y.-^ Ak+\) J- J. , 1 
C;_i i=\\yi + V 
Proof: In view of (2.4.5) by replacing ^{x) with x-' and (2.4.1), we 
have 
E[XJ{r,n,m,k)] - E[XJ\r -\,n- \,m,k)] 
_ ( P - 0 C , _ i 
{P-Q)f{x) 
ipxP-'e-'' 
}g'^-\F(x))dc 
mcf:^^ J 
X 
d*:') ^ 
^ ^' fi(^)[f(A^)f'**"'' /wg,; - ' ( f (.V)) A r-(r-l)!-!2, 
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where y^^^^^ ={k + \) + {n-r){m +1) 
and hence the relation (2.4.29). 
To prove (2.4.30) note that 
fix) p'' ' 
and then the result follows from (2.4.5). 
Theorem 2.4.3 (Khan et ai. 2007): For the Weibull distribution given in 
(2.4.1)and neN, weJR, 2<r<n 
E[XJ (r, n, m, k)] - E[XJ {r-\,n,m,k)] 
= -P2K {E[XJ{r,n-\,m,k + m)]-E[XJ{r-\,n-\,m,k + m)]} 
+ ^ E[XJ-P{r,n,mM, (2.4.31) 
PYr 
where K** = ^ \ } =]"[ 
^r-1 i=l 
( \ 
Yi 
Proof: Proof follows on the lines of Theorem 2.4.1, using (2.4.2) and 
(2.4.3). 
Remark 2.4.3: The recurrence relation for non-truncated exponential 
distribution as obtained in Remark 2.2.5 can be obtained by setting p = \, 
P = \, Q = 0 and j = J + \. 
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Theorem 2.4.4 (Khan et al, 2007): For given distribution in (2.4.1) and 
neN,me'iR,2<r<n 
E[XJ{r - \,n,m,k)] - E[XJ{r -1,« - lm,k)] 
= Pn 
(m + \){r-\)K 
n 
** 
X {E[XJ(r,r2 - l,m,k + m)] - E[XJir -\,n~\,m,k + m)]} 
( W + l ) ( r - l ) .j^r^J-p. ,.-. 
-jE[XJ ^(r,n,m,k)] p/rri 
(2.4.32) 
Proof: Proof follows from (2.4.2) and (2.4.4) by replacing ^(x) with 
xJ. 
Theorem 2.4.5 (Khan et al, 2007): For the Weibull distribution given in 
(2.4.1)and l < r < j < « - l , neN, me^ and ;t = 0,l,2,---
E[X' {r,n,m,k)XJ (s,n,m,k)]- E[X' (r,n,m,k)X-' (s - ln,m,k)] 
= -P2 K^ {E[X'(r,n -l,m,k + m)X^{s,n -l,m,k + m)] 
-E[X\r,n-\,m,k + m)XJ\s-\,r7-\,m,k + m)]} 
+ -^^E[X\r,ri,m,k)XJ~P{s,n,m,k)], 
PYs 
(2.4.33) 
where ^1 = 
' j - 2 
^(n-l,k+m) 
S-2 
s-l 
n ri 
\ 
n {n-D ^ m 
y\ s-\ 
=-n 
Proof: In view of Lemma 2.4.2, by replacing ^{x,y) with .T'v^ , we 
have 
E[X' {r,n,7n,k)XJ {s,n,m,k)]-E[X' ir.n,m,k)XJ {s-\,n,nuk)] 
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Ys (r-l)l(s-r-l)\ -yi -^  
s-r-h 1 / 5 
Now on using (2.4.2) in (2.4.34), we get 
f^ i f ^ i J . . / - l r F 
(2.4.34) 
fcr]ii4;r^''^'"^[^«j'"/(^)^^'^(^w) 
X [hn, {F(y)) - h^ (F (x ) ) ] ^ - ' - ' {F{y)Ys "^ 
A-P2+-y'-Pf{y)\dydx 
[ p 
= -Pn 
C 5-1 
y(r-\)\{s-r-\)\ J 
f\ fijJ-\rW 
X [Z^ ;;, (Fiy)) - h^ {F{x))f-'-\F{y)Ys -^dydx 
+ 
Cs-X 
•J py^{r-\)\{s-r-\)V 
X g f '^ y - ^ [F(x)]-/Wg-1 (F(X)) 
X [//;„ (F(;;)) - h^ iF{xy)f-'-\F{y)fs "1 f(x)f{y)dydx 
J = ~Pn 
C 
s-\ 
y^{r-\)\{s-r-\)V 
^tx^y^-\Fix)rfix)C\F{x)) 
(n-\,k + m) 
AK,{F{y))-h,^,{F{x))f-'-\F{y)Y^ dydx 
PYs 
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where r,-\ = y^"-^^^^^),C,., = Xs C.-2 
and hence the Theorem, 
Remark 2.4.4: Recurrence relations between product moments of order 
statistics at w = 0, k = \ is 
^(K:n^L)-^(4:n^i-l:n) 
= -^ 2 ^ ;ZJ^^iE(4:n-l ^L-l) - ^(4:n-l ^Un-l)} 
+ , "^  ^,,E(4:n^l7) p{n- s + l) 
as K-t = and y„=n-s + \ 
n-s + \ 
which is the relation obtained by Khan et al (1983b). 
Remark2.4.5: At p = \, Q = 0, P = l, s = r + l and J = J + l, 
Theorem 2.4.5 reduces to non-truncated exponential distribution as 
obtained in Remark 2.2.10. 
Chapter III 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR MOMENTS OF 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS FROM A GENERAL CLASS 
OF DISTRIBUTION 
1. Introduction 
Some recurrence relations for single and product moments of generalized 
order statistics are available in the literature [Kamps (1995), Cramer and 
Kamps (2000), Kamps and Cramer (2001), Pawlas and Szynal (2001a, b)] 
among others as discussed in section 8 of chapter I. 
In this chapter recurrence relations between expectation of function of 
single and joint generalized order statistics for a general class of 
distributions F{x) = [ah{x) + bf are considered, generalizing and unifying 
the earlier known results. Various deductions and particular cases are 
discussed as well. 
Let the general form of the distribution be 
F(x) = [ah(x) + bf, a<x<J3, (3.1.1) 
where a,b and c are such that F(a) = 0, F(/?) = 1 and h{x) is a 
monotonic and differentiable ftinction of x in the interval [a,j3] .Then, 
= , . [ah(x) + b] ^, ^ 
nx) = - \ , . .V{x), (3.1.2) 
cah (x) 
where F(x)=\-F(x). 
Here recun-ence relations between expectation of functions of single and 
joint gos for the family of distributions considered in (3.1.!) when 
wj = W2 = • • • = njfj^i = m and /,• t^ /j,i^j has been established. 
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2. Recurrence Relations for Single Moments 
Using equations (3.1.2) and Lemma 2.4.1 as discussed in chapter II, 
following recurrence relations for single moments of gos from a general 
class of distribution can be established. 
Case I: wj = W2 =••• = w„_i =/w 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Athar and Islam 2004): For distribution given in (3.1.1) 
and neN, meR, 2<r<n 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[4{X{r - \,n,m,k)}] 
^ •h[y/{X{r,n,m,k)}], (3.2.1) 
rrca 
where 
il/{x) = [ah{x) + b]w{x), >v(^ ) = | ^ . 
h{x) 
Proof: In view of Lemma 2.4.1 i) by replacing Q\ with a and P[ with 
P and equation (3.1.2), we have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k))] - E[^{X(r - l,n,m,k)}] 
f^X^x^)[nx)Y^ g'rn-\nx))dx 
^f^'W[F(x)]^-^] ah{x) + b \ r-l.r/ ^^J 
can (x) J 
7^c<3 (r-1)!"" 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.2.1: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics (at /w = 0, A: = 1) is 
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E[^(^r:n)] " ^ [#(^r - l :« ) ] = "7 ^ ^ - ^ [ ^ ( ^ r : « ) ] (3-2.2) 
{n-r + \)ca 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 3.2.2: The recurrence relation for single moments of ^ - t h 
record values (at m--\) will be 
E[^{Xir,n,-\,k)]] - E[^{X{r -\,n,- \,k)]] 
1 
kca 
Or 
E[yy{X{r,n-\,k)]] (3.2.3) 
E[^{X^^^)] - E[^{X^^\ )] = - - L £ [ ^ ( 4 ^ ) ) , (3.2.4) 
^ ^ kca 
where r = l,2,--' are r - t h A: records. 
At A: = 1, it is relation for record statistics. 
Remark3.2.3: For /w = 0 and k = a-n + \, aedl^, we obtain the 
recurrence relation for single moment of order statistics with non-integral 
sample size as 
E[^(Xr:a ) ] " ^[^(^r- l :a )] = "7 ^——EMX,,^ )]. (3.2.5) 
(a-r + l)ca 
Remark3.2.4: For m = a-l, k = a, the recurrence relation of 
sequential order statistics is 
E[^{X{r,n,q-\,a)]]-E[^{X{r-\ji,a-Ux)]] 
1 
a{n-r-\-\)ca E[ii/{X{r-\,iua-\,a)]]. (3.2.6) 
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Theorem 3.2.2: For distribution given in (3.1.1) and neN, 
m = (m2 = W3 =... = niyj^i)elR, 2<r<n 
{(m + l)(r -1)} 
ca 
EMXir,n,m,k)}]- (3.2.7) 
ii) ri[E[^Wr,n,m,k)}]' E[^{X{r - \,n - l,m,k)}]] 
= -—E[u/{X{r,n,m,k)}]-
ca 
(3.2.8) 
Proof i): From equation (3.1.2) and Lemma 2.4.1 ii) by replacing Q\ 
with a and f[ with /3, we have 
E[^{X{r - l,n,mM] - E[^{X{r -1,« - \,m,k)]] 
_{m + \) C, 2 f^^>(;,)[F(x)]^^ f{x)/^-'{F{x))dx 
n (r-2)!-br 
n 
n 
r 
/«. -
^i^mtmj^-'.^-V^w)//^^.^^^ 
x< 
cah\x) 
• "K 
V 
cic 
and hence the Theorem. 
Proof ii): From equation (3.1.2) and Lemma 2.4.1 iii) by replacing Q\ 
with a and I\ with P, we have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X{r - \,u - \,m,k)]] 
^rr_ ^r-2 [h'(.\\F(yWyr 
n 
— ^ f^^'{x)[F{x)Yr f(x)fr^-\F(x))dx 
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y^^r-iy.*^ [ cah'ix) J*'" 
= - - ^ 7 ^ fiy{x)[F{x)P '^ g'-^ {F{x))f{x)dx. 
y-^ca (r -1)! •« 
and hence the Theorem. 
Case II: y^ ^  /.• 
Before coming to main result we shall prove following Lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2.1: For 2<r<n, n>2 and k = \,2,---
n E«/(«)=o. 
i=\ 
Proof: From (1.8.7), we have 
fxir,n,m,k)i^) = C,_^fi^)t^iir)[F{x)Y'-y (3.2.9) 
jsl 
Since this is a pdf, therefore, 
l,fx(r,n,m,k)(^^^ = '^ 
=^ Cr-ltMr)f[Fix)f>-^f(x)dx=l 
/=1 ^ 
Or Z ^ ~ (3.2.10) 
Since a,.(r) = (/^^j -7 , )a , ( r +1). 
Therefore (3.2.10) may be re-written as 
j}(rr+\-ri)ai(r + l)_ 1 
/=! ri C,_i 
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r+\ 
Or ^J^—L_=;^^.(^+i). 
r 1 '•"^^ C But c,_,=nn=-—-nr/=-^ 
implying that 
r+1 
Z^/('' + l) = 0. 
/=1 
Lemma3.2.2: For 2<r<n, n>2 and k = \, 2,---
i&[^{X(r,«, w,A:))] - E[^{X{r - l,n,fn,k)}] 
= C,_2f4Xx)j;^aiir)[Fix)f'dx. (3.2.11) 
/=] 
Proof: From (1.8.7) we have 
E[^{X(r,n,m,m - E[^{Xir - \,n,m,k)}] 
= C,_i j^^(x)f{x)j]ai(r)[F{x)f'-^ dx 
- Cr-2 ^^{x)f{x)f^ai{r - \)[F{x)Y'-^ dx. (3.2.12) 
Since 
a.(r)= I I = -^ L 
=> ^ / ( ' ' - ! ) = (/;• - / / ) « / ( / - ) . 
Now from (3.2.12), we have 
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E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r - \,n,m,k)}] 
- Cr-2 f ^ W / W 1 ^ / ( 0 iVr ' Yi) [^(x)Y'~^ dx 
/=1 
r—\ r-\ I 
+ f{x)a,{r)rr[F{x)Y' '}dx 
= C,_2lLai{r)^^{x)yi[F{x)f'-^f{x)dx. (3.2.13) 
1=1 
Let 
Vi{x) = -[F{x)Y' (3.2.14) 
Then v\ {X) = n [F(x)Y' "^ /(x). (3.2.15) 
Thus in view of (3.2.15), RHS of (3.2.13) becomes 
= Q-2 tMr)^^(xyi(x)dx. (3.2.16) 
i=\ 
Now integrating (3.2.16) by parts we get 
E[^{X(r,rj,m,k)}] - Ei^Wr - l,n,m,k))] 
= Cr-2t^i(r)l^^Xx)Vi(x)dx. 
/=! 
Provided, F(a) = 0, F{J3) = 1 and Y,aj(r) = 0, r > 2. 
/=1 
Now, by using the value of Vjix) from (3.2.14), we get the result. 
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Lemma 3.2.3: For 2<r<n, n>2 and A: = 1, 2, • • • 
i) E[^{X(r - hn,m,k)}] - E[^{X(r -l,n- l,m,^)}] 
{{r-l)+Zmj} 
= ^ C,_2 f ^ 'W t « / ( r ) [ F W ] ^ ' dx. (3.2.17) 
n ^ i=\ 
ii) E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]-\ - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k))] 
_ / r f^irv 
— Cr-2 P'WZ«/(0[^W]^' dx, 
where w = (w2,/W3,'*'»'W„_i)e9?. 
Proof i): We have 
E[^{X{r-l,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r-\,n-\,m,k)}] 
(3.2.18) 
where 
f>9 
= Cr-2 g ^ ^ W / W I a^ir - l)[F(x)]^' "^  ^ 
r-1 
r-1 
'I -Cr-2^^f ^W/WE^*(''-1) [^Wf'" "^^> 
f>9 
= Cr-2 ^^(x)f(x)Y,ai(r) (y, - n) [F(x)]^' "^  dx 
i=l 
-—Cr-2 f ^ W / W Z ci*(r - 1) [F(x)]^'-"'^-^ dx. 
^1 /=1 
= 1-11 
consider II part, 
/r Cr-2 t^ix)fix) J: r-1 J n—-
7 ^/ j=\y--
(3.2.19) 
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n ^ i=i 
n n [Pi r-\ 1 n—-— [F{x)Y'^^~^dx 
as rr" ^^=r/-+l 
Yr Q-2PW/WZ 
Y\ ^ i=\ J=\ Yj Yi _ 
{Y\-Yi)[F{x)Y' ^dx 
Yr i r , - l 
n ^ i=\ 
Thus (3.2.19) reduces as 
_ ^ r -2 f/?, 
n ^ /=1 
/ • - I 
('•-i)+Z 
7=1 
m 
Cr-2 [P 
Y\ 
lax)f{x)J^ai{r)ri[F{x)Y'-^dx 
and hence the result on the lines of Lemma 3.2.2. 
Proof ii): We have 
E[aX{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k))] 
= C,_i ^^(x) / (x)Z«/ (A-) [F(x) f ' -^^ 
/=1 
- Cl"_f fi(x)f{x)-ia*(r - 1) [FW] ' ' ' " "" - ' ch 
i=\ 
/•=] 
Yr 
Y\ /=i 
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n 
C,_2 ^ ^ W / W E « / W Ti [Fix)p'' dx 
/ • = 1 
Further proof follows on lines of Lemma 3.2.3 i). 
Theorem 3.2.3: For distribution given in (3.1.1) and neN, meR, 
2<r<n 
E[4{X{r,nMk)}] - E[^{X{r - l,«,m,^)}] 
1 
Yrca 
•E[iy{X{r,n,m,k)]], 
where (//(x) = [ah(x) + b]w(x), w(x) = ——. 
h(x) 
Proof: From (3.1.2) and (3.2.11), we have 
E[^{Xir, n,m,k)}]- E[^{Xir -1, n, m,k)}] 
(3.2.20) 
C,_2J^4Xx)t^iir)[F{x)f'dx 
/=1 
f/^.r 
= C,_2^rix)^a,ir)[F{x)Y^ 
/=1 
_ ^r-l [P 
-1 ah{x) + b 
cah'(x) fix) dx 
lHx)Y^ai{r)[F{x)Y' ^ f{x)dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.4: For the distribution given in (3.1.1) and 
w = (/W2,W3,-",w„_l)e9^, 2<r<n 
0 r\rr[E[^{^{r-\,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r-ln-lm,k)]]] 
r-\ 
- { ( r - l ) + Y.mj}E[ii/{X{r,n,m,k)}]. (3.2.21) 
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ii) Yi[E{^{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E{^{X{r -\n- \,m,k))\] 
= -—E\yi/{X{r,n,mM\- (3-2.22) 
ca 
Proof i): From (3.1.2) and (3.2.17), we have 
E\_^{X{r - \,n,m,k)}]- E[^{X{r - In - \,m,k)}] 
r-l 
/ = i 
r-\ 
{(r-i)+X^y) 
y=i 
n 
/=1 L ^ ^ 
dx 
r-l 
= — C,_Xy^{x)j;^ai{r)[F{x)Y'-^ f{x)dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
Proof ii): From (3.1.2) and (3.2.18), we have 
E[^{X(r,n,m,m - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k)}] 
= ^ C,_2 f '^(^)t«/(r)[F(x)] '^ dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
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Remark3.2.5: Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 can be deduced from 
Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 respectively by replacing m with m, m^-l. 
Recurrence relations for single moments of generalized order statistics for 
Pareto, power function, Weibull, Burr type XII, beta of first kind and 
Cauchy distributions may be obtained by proper choice of a, b, c and 
h{x) as given by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
3. Recurrence Relations for Product Moments 
Case I: W| = W2 =•••=/w„_i = w 
Theorem 3.3.1 (Athar and Islam 2004): For distribution given in (3.1.1) 
and neN, meR, \<r<s<n-\ 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}] - E[<^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s - \,n,m,k)}] 
= —E[i//{X{r,n,m,k)Xis,n,m,k)}], (3.3.1) 
where V/(x,y) = [ahiy) + b]^ , 
h{y) 
Proof: In view of (3.1.2) and Lemma 2.4.2, by replacing Q\ with a and 
Pi with J3, we have 
E[^{Xir,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}] - E[<^{X(r,n,m,k)X{s - \n,m,k))\ 
--^-—^ I lUi^,y)[nx)rm/^-\F{x)) {r-\)\{s-r-\)\^ ^ dy 
X[hminy)) - /2,„(F(x))]^-^-l [F{y)Y^ dydx 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\y^^^ dy I ^~^{x,y)[F{x)r f{x)/^-\F{x)) 
X [/';,, (^(>0) - h„{F{x))]'-'-^ [F{y)Y^ -^ 
dydx ^ ^ ^ / ( ^ ) 
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{r-\)\{s-r-\)\cay^ 
I \y{x,y)[F{x)rf{x)g'-^-\F{x)) 
^[hm{F{y))-h^{F{x))f-'-\F{y)Y^-^f{x)f{y)dxdy 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.3.1: Recurrence relation for product moments of order 
statistics at w = 0, k = \ is given as 
= - , ^-7r-FW^^r.n ^s:n )]' (3-3-2) 
(n-s + l)ca 
as obtained by All and Khan (1998). 
Remark 3.3.2: The recurrence relation for product moments of fc-th 
record values at m = -1 will be given as 
E[^{Xir,n,-\,k)X{s,n-\,k)}]-E[^{X{r,n,-\,k)X{s-\,r2-lk)}] 
1 
kca 
Or 
EMX(r,n,- l,k)X{s,n-\,k)}]. (3.3.3) 
E[^{X^^^ Ji^f))] - £[^(A'(^) Xl^_\)] 
= _ J _ £ [ ^ ( X W ^ ( * ) ) ] . (33.4) 
kca 
Remark3.3.3: For m = 0 and k = a-n + \, aeVl" we obtain the 
recurrence relation for product moment of order statistics with non-integral 
sample size as 
E[^(X,,^ X,,^)] - E[^(X,,^ X,_,,^)] 
1 
(or - J + \)ca EMX^,^X,,^)]. (3.3.5) 
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Remark 3.3.4: For m = a-\, k = a, the recurrence relation for product 
moments of sequential order statistics is given as 
E[^{Xir,n,a - l,a)X(s,n,a - l,a)}] 
-E[^{X{r,n,a-\,a)Xis-\,n,a-\,a)}] 
1 
a(n -s + l)ca E[i//{Xir,n,a - \,a)X(s,n,a - la)}]. (3.3.6) 
Case II: /^ ^ /.-
Lemma 3.3.1: For \<r<s<n-'i, n>2 and /: = 1,2, • 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}] - E[<^{X{r,n,m,k)X(s - l,«,w,yt)}] 
^-ffi^(--) \yi 
/=r+l 
X X«/(r)(F(x)f' 
./=1 
/ (x) 
iFiA) 
dydx.. (3.3.7) 
where ^{x,y) = ^i{x)^2{y)-
ir), Xr)^ Proof: Since C,_i = / , C,_2 and aY\s -1) = ( / , - y^) aY\s). 
So by using (1.8.8), we have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - \,n,fn,k)]] 
f/?f/9 
=C,_if.f (^^ ,7) E .f^)(.) 
/=r+l 
X 2;^,.(r)(F(x))^' 
./=1 
/(-) /oi^^^i. 
( f W) (f 0-)) 
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f/?f/? 5-1 
-c.-z^^fffey) z «r(.-i) 
i=r+\ 
X Yai{r){F{x)Y' 
./=1 
f^^^ iSy^dyd., 
(Fix)) (F(y)) x<y, 
'P {P 
= C,_,|^ f^(.,.) 
2:«/(r)[FW]^' 
(^(..\\yi 
i=r+\ v^Wy 
Ax) f(y) 
(Fix)) (F(y)) dydx 
Cs-lt^li^) t^i{r)[F{x)Y' fix) (Fix)) 
xs • i i c , (3.3.8) 
Let 
(3.3.9) 
Then, 
^ /=r+l[F(x)f' 
/=/'+l 
^ P't^AV' Fiy)Y' fiy) 
F{x)) (F(y)) (3.3.10) 
After putting the value of (3.3.10) in (3.3.8), we get 
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E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] - E{^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - l,«,w,A')}] 
Cs-2l4i{x) fix) {F{x)) 
At^2iy)^^i^^y)md^-dy 
Thus, in view of (3.3.9), we have 
(3.3.11) 
f^,M|;K..)<»=ffK.)t^^rw(fgf dy. (3.3.12) 
After substituting (3.3.12) in (3.3.11) and noting that 
—4{x,y) = ^1 {x)^'2{y), we get the required expression. 
dy 
Theorem 3.3.2: For distribution given in (3.1.1) and for k, neN, 
w = (w2,W2'""' '"«-l)^^' ^^f<s<n-l 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}]' E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s - l,n,m,k)}] 
1 
r^ca 
•E[i^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}], (3.3.13) 
dy ^(x,y) 
where i/{x,y) = [ah{y) + b] \ . 
Proof: In view of (3.1.2) and (3.3.7), we have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s-\,n,m,k)]] 
Vi 
Zai(r)(F(x)f' 
L/=l 
f(x) f{y) 
{Fix)) iF(y)) 
f ah{y) + b]. , 
cah'iy) J 
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= - ^ f f^ ^^ -^ ) t ^r\s) 
X 
i=r+\ F(x)_ 
/w iiy^,y^ 
(F(x)) (F(y)) 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.3.5: For ^(x,y) = ^ 2(>')' Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 reduce to 
Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 respectively. 
Remark 3.3.6: Recurrence relations for product moments of 
generalized order statistics from Pareto, power function, Weibull, Burr type 
XII, beta of first kind and Cauchy distributions may be obtained with 
proper choice of a, b, c and h(x) as given in Table 2.2.1 [Khan and 
Abouammoh, 2000]. 
Chapter IV 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE MOMENTS OF 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS FROM A GENERAL 
CLASS OF TRUNCATED DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, recurrence relations for the expectation of a function of 
single and joint generalized order statistics for a doubly truncated general 
form of distribution are obtained and its vai ious deductions and particular 
cases are discussed. 
Suppose the distribution function F, (x) is of the general form (Khan and 
Abu-Salih, 1989). 
F^(x) = l-[ah(x) + bf,a<x<j3, (AAA) 
where a, b and c are such that F(a) = 0, F{P) = \ and h{x) is a 
monotonic and differentiable function of x in the interval [a,/3]. 
Then the truncated pdf f(x) in view of (1.3.1) is given by 
f(x) = -j:^[ah{x) + bf-^h\x), x6(^,,Pi) (4.1.2) 
and the corresponding truncated df F(x) by using (1.3.2), is 
= , . _, ah(x) + b ., . 
can {x) 
where F{x) = 1 - Fix) and P-^ = J — ^ 
' ' - P-Q 
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2. Recurrence Relations for Single Moments 
Theorem 4.2.1 (Athar e/a/. 2007b): For distribution given in (4.1.1) and 
neN, meSR, 2<r<n, k>\ 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[aX{r -\,n- l,m,/:)}] 
= -P2K{E[^{X{r,n-\,m,k + m)}]-E[^{X{r-\,n-\,m,k + m)}]] 
1 
n ca 
•E[\i/{X{r,n,m,k)}], (4.2.1) 
where ^ ( . ) = | M [ , , ( , ) ^ , ] , ^ = ^ ^ = f =n 
rj"" ^^=[k-h(n-l-i)im + l)],P2 = \-P 
P-0 
Proof: In view of Lemma 2.4.1 iii) and equation (4.1.3), we have 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X(r -l,n- l,m,k)}] 
^ U ^'(^W (x)f'- g'm'^ {F{x))dx. 
r-\)\ "VJI 
' - r - 2 f^' 
( r -1) ! ^J{x)[F{x)Y^ 
-1 
-^2-^^%^/W 
cah'ix) 
\g',;\F{x))dx 
= -Po 
f-i{n-\) ^(n-\,k+m) 
^ - 2 ^r-2 ^P\., ^{n-\Mm) (^_l)!^(n-l,^+w) Jgj 
r-2 
\^^\x)[F{x)Yr /^~\F{x))dx 
r{r - 1 ) ! r^\ Xl c?a(r -1)! VI 
(^^ 0 (/7-1) where C)!^^ = C,_i = n C)^^^ = r . C , . , 
and ^,^^-' '*-^'")=;^,-I. 
and hence the required result. 
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Remark 4.2.1: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics w = 0, k = \ is given as 
E[^{Xr:n)\-E{aXr-\:n-\)\ 
nca 
(4.2.2) 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 4.2.2: For the k-ih record statisticsw = - l , recurrence 
relation for single moments reduces as 
£[^(x,^)]-£[#(^;^_i) 
= -P2[-^}\ {E[4{X^r~^)]-E{xlzl)]--^E[y,{X^,)] \k-\J kca 
(4.2.3) 
r-1 
as K = Y[ 
i=\ 
( y(«-l) ^ r-\, 
' i  
•Hi k-\ 
r-\ 
Remark4.2.3: For m = 0, and k^a-n + \, ore9?", the recurrence 
relation for single moments of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
is given as 
E[^{Xr.,a)]-E[^iXr-\:a)\ 
= -P2{E[^{Xr.a)]-E[^{X,_y^^)]} E[ii/{X,,^)]. (4.2.4) 
aca 
Remark4.2.4: For m = a-\, and k = a, the recurrence relation for 
sequential order statistics is given as 
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E[^{X{r,n,a - l,a)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n-\,a- \,a)]] 
= -P2K^{E[^{X{r,n-\,a-\,2cx-\}] 
- E[^{X(r -\,n-\,a-\,2a-\}]} 
an ca 
•E[ii/{X{r,n,a-\,a)}] (4.2.5) 
r-\ ( ,,("-!) "l r-\ 
as 
n 
y,f"-"+« =n J 
a{n-i) 
f^H^flf(«»/ + l ) - l = ^ , . 
Remark 4.2.5: At Q = 0, and P = 1, Theorem 4.2.1 reduces to 
E[4{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X(r -1,« - l,m,k)}] 
ca/i 
•E[i//{X{r,n,m,k)}] (4.2.6) 
as obtained in Theorem 3.2.2. (ii). 
Theorem 4.2.2: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, me'^, 
2<r<n, k>l 
E[^{X(nn,m,k)}] ~ E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k)]] 
K jP-Q) E[(j,{X{r,n,m,k + \)}]. (4.2.7) 
= ^ - [ ( 1 - P)E[(l>{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[y/{X{r,n,m,k)}]l (4.2.8) 
r\ca 
where <f>{x) = SS^[ah{x) + bi-', K* = - ^ = f[ 
^ ^ < - ^ _ l ; = 1 
^ n ^ 
ctr MU/+U 
^r-t^ ^ = riK^ + !) + («- i){m +1)] = f[y\^^ 1) 
/•=1 / = ] 
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Proof: We have from (2.4.5) and (4.1.2) 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}] - £[#{^(r -1,« - \,m,k)}] 
n 
7 ^ V ^'(x)[Fix)f^ g;-^ (F(x))c±c (r-l)!-!^! (4.2.9) 
Cr-\ f^ i ., 
^,y/(-)[F(x)r^ 
r j(r- l )!-e , 
x< 
(P-Q)fix) 
ca[ah(x) + bf-^h'(x) 
[g'-\Fix))cbc 
iP-Q) Cr-x 
yi ca c^^t^^ 
' r - l 
-1)! "yi ( r l ) -e,
where yi''^^^ = (A: +1) + (« - r) (w +1) 
and hence the relation (4.2.7). 
To prove (4.2.8), note that 
fix) fix) 
Fiix)-Q 
P-Q P-F^ix) 
iP-Q)fix) 
^ - ( l - P ) + (Fi(x)) 
iP-Q)fix) 
-(\-P) + [ah{x) + bf 
-ca[ah{x) + bf~h'(x) 
_1_ 
ca 
i l -
(1 -P) [^ /z(;c) + Z;]'"'' [^/7(A:) + ^] 
h'ix) h'(x) (4.2.10) 
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Therefore, 
^ ' W T T T = —[(1 ~ ^ ) ^ W - ^ W] • (4.2.11) 
f(x) ca 
Now from (4.2.9), we get 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X{r -\,n- l,m,k)}] 
ri(A--i)!-ei / (x ) 
and on using (4.2.11) in the above relation, we get 
= ^ ^ " \ , / " ^ C' ^ (x)[F(x)fr - l^^- l (F(x))f(x)dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 4.2.6: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics m = 0, k = l from (4.2.7) is given as 
£[f(-^^r:«)]-£K(^r-l:«-l)] 
Now at m = 0, k = l 
^1 (^x)[F(x)]>''- -^  /(x)g;-^(/= (x))^ 
« + l 
C f - | " = n ( " - ' • + =) = 7 - ^ and ,e„(F(.v)) = F(.v). /=1 (« - r +1)! 
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Therefore RHS is 
{n-r + \){P-Q) (« + l)! 
(« + l) nca ( r - l ) ! ( « - r + l)! 
X ^ H^)[F{x)r-\Fix)T-'-'-^ f{x)dx 
(P-0(«-r + l) 
E[<l>{X,,^^0] (4.2.12) 
n{n-ir\)ca 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 4.2.7: For the k-ih record statistics m = -\, recurrence 
relation for single moments from (4.2.7) will reduces as 
= JZzm^JllSLllL ^ tf>{x)[F{x)ff{x)[-\og{F{x))r' dx 
- ^^'^^ ^"^ -^[^C^^^)]. (4.2.13) 
ca {k^\y 
Remark4.2.8: For /n = 0, and k = a-n + \, ae9^", the recurrence 
relation for single moments of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
from (4,2.7) will be given as 
£[f(^r:a)]--BK(^r-l:«)] 
aca {r-V\\{a-r)\^\ 
a + \ ) aca ir-\)\{a~r-¥\)\ 
X ^^ Hx)[F{x)Y-\F(x)f-''-^/(x)dx 
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= - ^ ^ - f < " 7 " ' ^ £ [ ^ ( ^ . . . l ) ] . (4.2.14) 
a {a + \)ca 
Remark4.2.9: For m = a-\, and k = a, the recuirence relation for 
sequential order statistics from (4.2.7) is given as 
E[^{X{r,n,a- l,a)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n-\,a- \,a)}] 
anca {r-\)\ v i 
(P-Q) c^ -J c(!r" anca /-(«+I) ( r -1) ! 
KxiP-Q) 
-E[(l>{X{r,n,a - \,a +1)}]. (4.2.15) 
anca 
Remark 4.2.10: At ^ = 0, and P = 1, Theorem 4.2.2, reduces to 
E[4{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k)]] 
= —E[i//{X{r,n,m,k)}] (4.2.16) 
nca 
as obtained in Theorem 3.2.2. (ii). 
Theorem 4.2.3: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, we 9 ,^ 
2<r<n, k>\ 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}] - E[<^{X(r - \,n,m,k)}] 
- ^ ^^~^^E[,^{X(r,r2,m,k+ ])}]. (4.2.17) 
r^ca 
-^l(\-P)EmX(r,n,m,k)}]-E[¥^Wr,n,m,k)]]l (4.2.18) 
/rca 
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where K =—J",,^  as defined in Theorem 4.2.2. 
Proof; We have from Lemma 2.4.1 i) and equation (4.1.2) 
E[4{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r - U,m,k)}] 
C r-2 
(r-l)!-G, 
Cr_n fP, 
g^'(x)[F(x)f^^;-VF(x))^. (4.2.19) 
(^ r^ tl^ '^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^ g;-VF(x))^ .r- "^'t^otT;;^ ^ 
^ o . . ^ ^ ^ 
C a [ a / 7 ( j c ) + Z ) f " ' A ' ( x ) 
r^ca (r-l)\ 
(/•-g)^'el" 
y^ca ( r -1) ! 
Xk+i) 
X y <^(x)[Fix)Yr " V (x)g;-^ (Fix))dx 
and hence the relation (4.2.17). 
To prove (4.2.18), we have from (4.2.19), on using (4.2.11) 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r-\,n,m,k)}] 
Cr-i 1 - P rP. 
;' ( r -1 ) ! ca vi 
y ^[F {x)Yr -1 gr-\ (F(x))fix)dx 
'r-1 1 rP, 
yj.{r-\)\ca ^\ 
^J V^(x)[F (x)]^'- -^ gj,-^ {F{x))f{x)cLx 
and hence the Theorem. 
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Remark 4.2.11: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics w = 0, A: = 1 from (4.2.17) in view of (4.2.12) is given as 
£[^(X, ,„)]-£[^(Z,_1,„)] 
{n + \)ca (r -!)!(« -r + l)\ ^i 
= -j^^~f E[<^(X,,„^0] (4.2.20) 
(« + l)ca 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 4.2.12: For the A:-th record statistics m = - l , recurrence 
relation for single moments from (4.2.17) is same as obtained in (4.2.13). 
Remark4.2.13: For m = 0, and k = a-n + l, ae^", the recurrence 
relation for single moments of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
from (4.2.17) in view of (4.2.14) is given as 
El4iX,.„)]~El4(X^_t.^)] 
ca {r-\y.{a-r + \)\^\ 
- ^^~^^E[HX,,^^0]- (4.2.21) (a + i)ca 
Remark4.2.14: For m = a-l, and k = a, the recurrence relation for 
sequential order statistics from (4.2.17) in view of (4.2.15) is given as 
E[^{X{nn,a - l,a)}] - E[^{X(r -\,n-\,a- \,a)}] 
= -^li^zSlE[^{X{r,n,a -\,a + \)}]. (4.2.22) 
cmca 
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Remark 4.2.15: At Q = 0, and P = l, Theorem 4.2.3, reduces to 
E[^{X(r,n,m,k)}]-E[<^{X{r-l,n,m,k)}] 
= —E[i//{X(r,n,m,k)}] (4-2.23) 
/rca 
as obtained in Theorem 3.2.1. 
Example: 
Burr Type XII 
F(x) = 
we have 
P = l, Q = 0, a = j - , b = l, c = -Z, h{x) = x\ ^(x) = x-/+^ 
U + ^)^J+T^U+j)j 
and i//{x) = — x-^ +— -x 
Tj3 
Therefore from Remark 4.2.15, 
E[XJ'-''(r,n,mM= , ^^'^^/'^ E[XJ (r,n,m,k)] 
^rr^-ij + ^ ) 
+ ^^'[ E[XJ^' {r - \,n,m,k)], 
^rr^-(j + ^ ) 
as obtamed by Pawlas and Szynal (2001 a). 
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Theorem 4.2.4: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, me'iR, 
2<r<n, k>l 
E[^{X{r - \,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k))] 
K ( P - 0 ( m + l ) (r - l ) 
YxYrCa 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k + \)]]. (4.2.24) 
Jm + \){r ^)yEMX{r,m,m,k))] - (1 - P)E[<l>{X{r,n,m,k)]]]. 
n Yr c^ 
(4.2.25) 
Proof: From (2.4.4) and (4.1.2), we have 
E[^{X{r - l,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n- \,m,k))] 
= - ^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ l^^'i^mx)^ g'm-' (nx)) dx. (4.2.26) 
YX ( r - 2 ) ! - ^ 
Jm + V) C,_2 
Y\ {r-2)\ 
X ^^^'{x)[F{x)Yr iP-Q)fix) 
c-\ ca[ah{x) + bT~'h'ix) k^'^^W)^ 
_(P-Q)ir-l){m + l) C,_i C^y^ 
-1 ^. ^ r 
^ ' (^(x)[F(x)Yr'^'^-'f(x)g;,r (f^(x))dx 
and hence the relation (4.2.24). 
To prove (4.2.25), we have from (4.2.26), on using (4.2.11), 
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E[i{X(r-\,n,m,k)}]-E[i{X(r-\,n-\,m,k))] 
y^y^{r-\)\ ca -vi 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 4.2.16: Recurrence relation for single moments of order 
statistics m = 0, k = \ from (4.2.24) is given as 
^ _ ( P - 0 ( r - l ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 2.27) 
n{n-^\)ca 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark4.2.17: For m = Q, and k = a-n + \, ae^^, the recurrence 
relation for single moments of order statistics with non-integral sample size 
from (4.2.24) is given as 
a{a + \)ca ^[^(^r:a+l)]- (4.2.28) 
Remark4.2.18: For m = a-\, and k = a, the recurrence relation for 
sequential order statistics from {A22A) is given as 
E[^{X{r-\,n,a-la)}]-E[^{X(r~\,n-la-la)]] 
K](P-Q)(r~l) 
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Remark 4.2.19: At g = 0, and P = 1, Theorem 4.2.4, reduces to 
E[^{X{r - \,n,m,k))] - E[^{X(r -In- \,m,k)}] 
J^ + ^)(^-'^) E[i//{X(r,rj,m,k)}] (4.2.30) 
nrr c^ 
as obtained in Theorem 3.2.2.(i). 
Remark 4.2.20: Kamps (1995) has established that for gos 
i) [k + {n-r + \){m + \)]E[^{X{r,n,m,k)]] 
+ r(jn + \)E[^{X{r + \,n,m,k)}] 
= {k + {n- \){m + \)]E[aX{r,n- \,m,k)}]. 
ii) [k + {n-r + \){m + \)][E[^{X{r + \,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}]] 
= [k + {n- \){m + \)][E[^{X{r + \,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X(r,n - l,m,k)}]]. 
iii) [k + (n-\){m + \)][E[^{Xir,n,m,k)}]" E[^{Xir,n - l,m,k)}]] 
= r{m + l)[E[^{Xir,n,m,k)}]-E[<^{Xir + \,n,m,k)}]l 
Therefore some of the results reported in Theorem 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 may be 
arrived at directly in view of these relations. 
Remark 4.2.21: Recurrence relations for single moments of gos for 
Pareto, power function, Weibull, Burr type XII, beta of the first kind and 
Cauchy distributions may be obtained by proper choice of a, b, c and 
h{x) as given by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) and Khan and Abua.mmoh 
(2000). 
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Casell: /i^^rj^ i,J = U2,---,n-l 
Theorem 4.2.5: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, weiR, 
2<r<n, k>\ 
E[4{X{r,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r - \,n - \,m,k)}] 
^ ^^ ^'^•E{<l>{X{r,n,m,k + \))]. (4.2.31) 
= —[{\-P)E[<f>{X{r,n,m,k)}]-E[ii/{X{r,n,m,k))]]. (4.2.32) 
Y^ca 
Proof: From Lemma 3.2.3 ii) and (4.1.2), we have 
E[^{X{nn,m,k)}] - E[^{X(r ~\,n- \,m,k)}] 
= ^ C,_2 &^'ix)Y,ai(r)[F{x)f' dx. (4.2.33) 
n ^^ i=\ 
•VI h (x) T-t Yl ca -Gi \  /=1 
iP-Q) c,_i 
r-\ 
C^^X^^Hx)f{x)Y^ai{r)[F{x)Yi'''^-^dx 
"-^  a 
where yi^^^^ ={k + \) + {n-i) + ^ m • and K* = - % ^ 
r-\ j=t C 
and hence the relation (4.2.31). 
Relation (4.2.32) follows from (4.2.33), on using (4.2.11), 
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E[^{X{r,nMk)}] - E[^{X(r - ! ,« - \,m,k)}] 
^^-^^^r-\ fj^(x)yo ^.V^^vM>'/-l 
can ^^ /=i 
^'<f>ix)j;^a.(r)[Fix)fi-^fix)dx 
^ ^ G^WS«/ (r)[F(x)f'-^f(x)dx 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark4.2.22: Remaining results for case II, {YI'^YJ) can also be 
obtained by replacing w by w in Theorems 4.2.3. and 4.2.4. 
3. Recurrence Relations for Product Moments 
Case I: w,- = mj =m 
Theorem 4.3.1: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, we5?, 
I < r < ^ < « - 1 
E[^{Xir,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}]-E[^{Xir,n,m,k)X{s-l,n,m,k)}] 
^ ^^~^^E[(/>{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k + \)}]. (4.3.1) 
rsca 
1 [(l-P)E[^{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,r7,m,k)}] 
Ysca 
-E[y/{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)]]l (4-3.2) 
>* C s r .. \ 
' n d_ 
cv 
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h{y) 
(l>2iy) = [ah{y) + b] l-c^M 
h'{y) 
and i//{x,y) = [ah{y) + b] dy 
^{x,y) 
h'{y) ^^\{x)ii/2{y) 
¥2iy) = [^h{y) + b]^^-^ 
h{y) 
Proof: We have from Lemma 2.4.2 and (4.1.2), 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s-\,n,m,k)}] 
^'--^—TT, C' f i-^i-r,y)[F(x)rf(x)g'„;' (Fix)) 
- r - 1 ) ! -yi •* dy {r-\)\(s-r-l)\^i^  
><[hm(Fiy))-h^{F(x))Y"-\F(y)p^y^, (4.3.3) 
(r W^^^.&^'i''^^^^^^^^ 
X [hm (Fiy)) - h^ {F{x))f-'-^ [F {y)Y^ 
ny)(P-Q) 
c-l ca[ah(y) + bY-'hXy) 
dydx 
-^ '-'^ '-bi.ef'^ ^ (^-)t-(^ )-^ -^  y,ca{r-\)\{s-r-\)\^\^ h'(y)dy 
><[F(x)r gn7^ iF(x)[h„, (F(y)-h„ (Fix)]'-'-^ 
x[F(y)/^'''^-^fix)f(y)dydx. (4.3.4) 
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1 r\ 
On using Hx,y) = [ah(y) + b]^~'' ———^(x,y) and 
h (y) dy 
y(^+^) =(^Jc + l) + (n-s){m + l) = ys+\, in the above expression result 
(4.3.1) can be established. 
To prove (4.3.2), we may proceed on the lines of (4.2.11), to show that 
^ ^ ^ ^ = -[(^-n^(^'y)-V^(x,y)]. (4.3.5) 
dy f(y) ca 
Thus, in view of (4.3.5), (4.3.3) becomes 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - U,m,k)}] 
=—?~Zr' n.^ f^(-'^ )[^w]"/w ;^;."'(^w) 
/sCa(r -1)! (j - r -1)! V] •* 
X [hm (F(y)) - h^ {F{x))]'-'-\F{y)Y^ -^ f{y)dydx 
T^< ^ ^ f ^^-^y)^F{xrfix)C' (Fix)) 
YsCa{r-\)\{s-r-1)! ^\ •^ 
X [hm (Fiy)) - h^ {F{x))f-'-\F{y)Y^ '^ f{y)dydx 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark4.3.1: At Q-0, and P = 1, Theorem 4.3.1, reduces to 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - U,m,k)}] 
= E[i//{X(r,n,m,k)X(s,n,m,k)}], (4.3.6) 
as obtained in Theorem 3,3.1. 
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Example: 
Burr Type XII 
F(x) = ^ P ^' 
P + x"^ 
we have 
P = l, Q = 0, a = - , b = \, c = -A, h(x) = x\ ^]{x) = x', 
and ^(x,;.) = ^ ; c ' y ^ ^ + ^ ^ ± ^ y / . 
Then from Remark 4.3.1, 
U + T)P 
^ / r + l ^ - O ' + O 
E[X\r,n,m,k)XJ {r + \,n,m,k)] 
A ^ r + l ^ - O + O 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szynal (2001a). 
CaseII: Yi^Yj, ij = \X-",n-\ 
Theorem 4.3.2: For distribution given in (4.1.1) and neN, we9^, 
\<r<s<n-\ 
E[^{X{r,nM.k)X{s,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s-U,m,k)]] 
K (P-Q) 
Ysca 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k + \)]]. (4.3.7) 
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-^[{\-P)E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] 
Ysca 
- E{y/{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)]^. (4.3.8) 
Proof: We have from Lemma 3.3.1 and (4.1.2), 
E[4{X{r,n,fn,k)X{s,n,m,k)}]-E[4{X{r,n,fn,k)X{s-\,n,m,k)}] 
fP^ (P, d 
= -^4;r^ H /=r+l Fix)} 
(4.3.9) 
^5-1 f^ i f^ i d 
Ys UV'^A 
F(x) [F(y)] i=l 
Now in view of (4.1.2), RHS of above relation becomes 
(P-Q) Cs-i 
y„ca /^(*+l) 
^^ S-1 
c^'^U'^^-y^ 
i=r+\ V 
(*+l) 
F{x), 
t.,(.)[F(..)]^r'^fl/M,.,. 
F{x) F{y) / = ! 
and hence the relation (4.3.7), 
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Relation (4.3.8) can be proved by putting the value of (4.3.5) in (4.3.9) as 
E[i^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X{r,n,m,k)X{s - \,n,m,k))] 
(1 -P) , rP, fP, 
Ys^ 7c-.£rM.2^"'-''<^^ /=r+l 
^F{y)Y' 
X YaAr)[F{x)Yi ^S^S^dydx 
i=\ 
r. i=r+\ 
^ ' Fix)F{y) /•=1 
and hence the Theorem. 
Chapter V 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE MOMENTS OF LOWER 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. Introduction 
Recurrence relations for single and product moments of lower generalized 
order statistics (Igos) from inverse Weibull distribution were given by 
Pawlas and Syznal (2001b). The work of Burkchat et al (2003) may also 
be referred for dual (lower) generalised order statistics. 
In this chapter some recurrence relations between expectation of function 
of single and joint lower generalized order statistics for a general class of 
distribution F{x) = [ah{x) + bf as obtained by Athar et al. (2008) are 
discussed. Further, various deductions and particular cases are also 
considered. 
Let the general form of distribution be 
F{x) = [ah{x) + bf, a<x<p, (5.1.1) 
where a,h and c are such that F{a) = 0, F{p) = \ and h{x)\s a 
monotonic and differentiable function of x in the interval [a, P]. 
Then 
f{x) ^ac h'(x)[ah(x) + bf'^ 
and 
„ , - ah(x) + b ., . 
achi^x) 
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2. Recurrence Relations for Single Moments 
Consider ^(x) as a measurable function of x. 
Case I: Wj =m2 =••• = w^_l = w 
Lemma 5.2.1: For 2<r<n,n>2,k = l,2,---
E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'{r-ln,m,k)]] 
= - 7 ^ f ^'(^>t^WJ^' S'n;'\n:<))dx. (5.2.1) 
( r -1) ! *« 
Proof; In view of (1.9.2), we have 
E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'{r-ln,m,k)}] 
X [rrSminx)) -(r- l)(F(x))^-^^]^. (5.2.2) 
Let 
v(x) = [F(x)frgr^-\f^^^^ (5 2.3) 
Then 
y'(x) = rr {F{x)yr -1 / (x)g ; - J {F{x)) 
-{r-\) g];^{F{x)){F{x)Yr ^m ^ (^^ 
= [^W]^^"^ f{?^)gm'^{F{x)){Yrgmi.nx))" (^  " l)(F(x))'"^'}. 
Thus from (5.2.2), we have 
E{^{X\r,n,m,k)]-\-E{^{X'{r -\,n,m,k)]] 
= ( ^ f ^ ( - ) ^ ' W ^ - (5-2.4) 
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Integrating (5.2.4) by parts and using the value of v(x)from (5.2.3), we 
have the result. 
Lemma 5.2.2: For 2<r<n, n>2, k = \,2,---
i) E[^{X\r-\,n,m,k)]]-E[aX'{r~\,n-\,m,k)}] 
= ^'^^P^':? t^'i^)inx)Y'gm~\nx))dx. (5.2.5) 
r\{r-2)\ -^ 
ii) E[^{X'(r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'ir-l,n-l,m,k)}] 
( r -1 ) ! •" 
Proof: Proof is easy. 
Theorem 5.2.1: For the distribution given in (5,1.1) and neN, we9?, 
2<r<n 
E[^{X\r,n,m,k)}] 
= E[^{X\r - l,n,m,k)}] —EMr(r,n,m,k)}], (5.2.7) 
/rca 
where 
i//(x) = [a h{x) + b] w{x) and w{x) = . 
h'ix) 
Proof: From (5.1.2) and (5.2.1), we have 
E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'(r-l,n,m,k)}] 
^(^f''W'WJ'''"'^-"''f''(-^»/w* 
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= —EMX'(r,r2,m,k)}] 
cay J. 
and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 5.2.1: For m = 0 and k = \ the recurrence relation for lower 
generalized order statistics reduces to the recurrence relation of ordinary 
order statistics as 
= J^ -EW{X„.r+^,„)] (5.2.8) 
ca{n-r + \) 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1997). 
Remark 5.2.2: For /w = - l , the recurrence relation for single moment 
of A:-th lower records will be 
E[^{X{r,n-\,k))] - E[^{X{r - \,n-\,k)]] 
1 
kca EMX{r,n-U)]]. (5.2.9) 
Remark5.2.3: For m = 0 and k = a-n-^\, are?l" , we obtain the 
recurrence relation for single moment of order statistics with non-integral 
sample size as 
E[^i^a-r+\\a ) ] " ^[^(^a-r+2:a)] 
)]. (5.2.10) 
ca{a-r + \) 
Remark5.2.4: For m = a-\^ k = a we obtain the recurrence relation 
for sequential order statistics as 
E[aX(r,n,a - l,a)}] - E[^{X{r -\,n,a- la)}] 
1 
caa(n-r + l) EMXir,n,a-l,a)}]. (5.2.11) 
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Theorem 5.2.2: For the distribution given in (5.1.1) and n&N, me^, 
l<r<n 
i) E{^{X\r - \n,m,k)W - E[^{X'(r -1,« - \,m,k)}] 
(/n + l ) ( r - l ) , 
YxYrCa 
ii) El^{X\r,n,m,k))\ - E{^{X\r -1,« - \,m,k)]\ 
= —E[X'{i//{r,n,m,k)}]-
nca 
Proof: Results can be establislied in view of Lemma 5.2.2 and (5.1.2). 
Case II: /,• ^/j, i,J = l2,--',n-\ 
Lemma 5.2.3: F o r 2 < r < n , n>2 and k = \,2... 
E[^{X'{r,n,m,m - E[^{X'{r - \,n,m,k)}] 
/=1 
Proof: By using (1.9.4), we have 
E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'{r-\,n,m,k)}] 
= -C,_2 ^^\x)Yai{r)[F{x)Yi dx. (5.2.12) 
= C,_i ^^{x)f{x)Y^ai{r)[F{x)Y'-^ dx 
iPc, 
i=\ 
r-\ 
- Cr-2 J^^'W/(x) X aiir - \)[F(x)f'"^ dx 
= C,_x[^(x) 
+ rrf{x)a,{r)[F{x)Yr-^\ix 
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= Cr-2 f^{x)f{x)J:cii{r)yi[F{x)Yi-^ dx. (5.2.13) 
^ i=\ 
Let 
Vi{x) = [F{x)Yi (5.2.14) 
Then 
yi{x) = yi[F{x)Y'-^f{x). (5.2.15) 
Using (5.2.15) in (5.2.13), we get 
E[aX'{r,n,m,k)]]-E[^{X'{r-\,n,m,k))] 
= Q-2Z«/(0PWWW^- (5.2.16) 
i=\ 
Integrating (5.2.16) by parts, noting that 2]^/(^) ~ ^ ' ^"^ ^ ^ " using the 
/=1 
value of V/(jc), from (5.2.14) in the above equation we get the required 
result. 
Lemma 5.2.4: For 2<r<n, n>l and k = 1,2... 
i) E[^{XXr-\,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'{r-\,n-\,m,k)}] 
r-\ 
= ^^^^—C,_2f^'(x)j;^ai{r)[F{x)Y'dx. (5.2.17) 
^1 /=! 
ii) E[^{X'(r,n,m,k)}]-E[<^{X'(r-l,n-l,m,k)}] 
= -—Cr-2 l^rix)t^i(r)[F(x)f'dx. (5.2.18) 
^1 /=] 
Proof: Results can be established on the lines of Lemma 5.2.3. 
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Theorem 5.2.3: For the distribution given in (5.1.1) and 2<r<n, n>2, 
m = {m2,m2,...,fn^_l)e^, A: = 1,2... 
i) E[<^{X'ir,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'(r-l,n,m,k)}] 
= —EMX'ir,n,m,k)}]. 
ii) E[^{X\r - \,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X\r - 1,« - \,m,k))] 
r-\ 
7=1 E[y/{X'{r,n,m,k)]]. 
iii) E[^{XXr,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X\r -U-\,m,k))] 
= —EMX\r,n,m,k)]]. 
nca 
Proof: Proof can be established on the lines of Theorem 5.2.1 and 
Theorem 5.2.2. 
Examples: 
i) Inverse Weibull Distribution 
F{x) = e~^^^''^'', x>0,p, e>0. 
We have 
^ = 1 ,^ = 0 and h(x) = e~^^^''^\ 
Let ^{x) = xJ-'^ 
then 
i//{x) = [ah{x) + b]uix) = ilijc-^'^^-"'. 
p0P 
Then from relation (5.2.7), we have 
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E[X'J^\r,n,m,k)]-E[X'-'^\r-\,n,mM 
YrpeP 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szynal (2001b). 
ii) Power Function Distribution 
F{x) = ?7PxP, 0<x<X. 
We have 
a = rP, b = Oandh{x) = xP. 
Let ^ix) = xJ'^^ 
then 
)=£!(/±i),y... i//{x 
p 
Therefore from relation (5.2.7), we get 
E[X'J'^\r,n,m,k)]- E[^'-^'^\r -\,n,m,k)] 
= .U±}lE[X'J^\r,n,mM. 
YrP 
iii) Pareto Distribution 
F{x) = \-(j^x~^, x><7, a, cr>0. 
Here we have 
a = -o-^ ,Z? = 1, h{x) = x~'^ and ^{x)^x-'^^ 
Then 
a a 
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Thus from relation (5.2.7), we have 
E[X'J'^\r,n,m,k)]-E[X'J^\r-\,n,m,k)] 
^i±lE[X'J'-\r,n,m,k)] t^E{X'J^''^\r,n,m,k)\. 
Similarly several recurrence relations based on Theorem 5.2.1, Theorem 
5.2.2 and Theorem 5.2.3 can be established with proper choice of a, b and 
h(x). 
3. Recurrence Relations for Product Moments 
Case I: Wj =/W2 =••• = w„_l =/« 
Lemma 5.3.1: For l < r < 5 < « - l , n>2 and k = \,2,---
E[^{XXr,n,m,k)X'(s,n,m,k)}]" E[aX'(r,n,f?i,k)X'(s - l,n,m,k)}] 
^S-2 (/^ (^^'^(^^y)vI7^^^^m r r . r - \ . t t^^[^wi'"/w^"''(^w) 
X [hmHy) - hr„F{x)f-'-\F{y)Y^ dydx, 
P>x>y>a, (5.3.1) 
where 
ax,y) = 4^{x)^2iy)-
Proof: In view of (1.9.3), we have 
E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X\s -U,m,k)}] 
X IK: (^(y)) - fhn inx))]'-''-^ [F{y)Ys " ' /(v)rfv dy 
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rP rx 
- ir-ms-r-2^^ t £^(-^)[^WJ'"/(-)^^" (^ W) 
X IK (F{y)) - K inx))f-'-^ [F{y)Y'-' -^ f{y)dxdy 
^P :^ 
nj+\-
x[rs{hr„F(y)-h^F(x)}-(s-r-l)[F(y)r-'']dydx. (5.3.2) 
Let 
yix,y) = [F(y)fs [h^F(y) - h^F{x)] s-r-\ (5.3.3) 
Then 
dv{x,y) 
dy = [hmF{y) ~ h^F{x)f-'-\F{y)Y^ "^  f{y) 
w+1 
^{rs{Kny)-h^F{x)]-{s-r-\){F{y)r-'']. (5.3.4) 
By putting the value of (5.3.4) into (5.3.2), we get 
E{^{X\r.n,m,k)X\s,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s - U,m,k)]] 
's-2 
{r-\)\{s-r-2)\ 
X ]^^^{x,y)[Fix)rfix)/^~^ ( ^ ( , ) ) ^ 2 | ^ ^ ^ ^ 
{r -xyl~lr-\)\ t^' Wt^(-)J'"/WC^ inx)) 
i^2iy)'-^dy dx. (5.3.5) 
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Now by using (5.3.3), we get 
= - ^^2iy)[^(y)Y' [^nny) - h^F{x)r-'-^dy. (5.3.6) 
After substituting (5.3.6) into (5.3.5) and noting that 
—^{x,y) = ^\{x)^2iy)^ ^he required expression is obtained. 
dy 
Theorem 5.3.1; For the distribution given in (5.1.1) and neN, 
l<r<s<n-l 
E[<^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)X'is -\,n,m,k)}] 
= —EMX'{r,n,m,k)X'is,n,m,k)}], (5.3.7) 
ca/s 
where 
•f<^(^'y) 
i/^{x,y) = [aKy) + br^ . 
h(y) 
Proof: From (5.1.2) and (5.3.1), we have 
E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)X'{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'is - l,n,m,k)}] 
r. (r-l)l(s-r-l)l*^ ^ dy ^ v ;j y v ;s;„ v v JJ 
[ cah iy) J 
and hence the result. 
Remark 5.3.1: At ^ = 1, m = Q we get the recurrence relation for 
product moment of order statistics as 
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E[^{X,,„X,,„)\ - E[^(X,,„ X,_i;„)] 
1 
{n — s + l)ca 
EMX,,„,X,,„)] 
as obtained by Ali and Khan (1998). 
Remark 5.3.2; At w = - 1 , we have the recurrence relations for product 
moments of /: - th record values as 
E[^{X{r,n-l,k)Xis,n-l,k)}]-E[^Wnri-lk)X(s-\,n-lk)}] 
kca 
E[ii/{X{r,n-\,k)X{s,n-\,k)]]. 
CaseII: /,• ^YJ, i,J = l,2,---,n-l 
Lemma 5.3.2: For l<r<s<n-l, n>2 and k = 1,2,, 
E[^{XXr,n,m,k)X'is,n,m,m - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s - l,n,in,m 
•^ i=r+\ 
F{y) 
F{x) 
Yi 
^J:ai{r)[F{x)Y'^^dydx. (5.3.8) 
/=1 
Proof: From (1.9.5), we have 
E[aX'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,fn,k)]] - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)XXs - l,«,w,/:)}] 
r/?F F{y) 
=-Q_2n>,.)z.r(.)^ 
/=r+l m^-). 
Yi 
X y.aAr){F{x)T^ M.fSy).,udv 
^ ' F{x)F{y) ' i=\ 
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i=r+\ 
F{y) 
F(x) 
iri 
^ F(x) F(y) i=\ 
f/?f^ F(y) 
F{x) 
Yi 
X YaAr)[F{x)Y' l^l^dxdy 
/=1 
(5.3.9) 
Let 
Fjy) Yi (5.3.10) 
^ /=r+l 
F{y) '' _/(>0. 
F{x)\ [F{y)\ (5.3.11) 
By putting the value of (5.3.11) in (5.3.9), we have 
E[4{X'{r,n,m, k)X\s,n,m,k)]] - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s - l,«,m,/:)}] 
= C,_2f^,wt./(r)[F(x)]^'^ 
t^2iy)'-^dy dx. (5.3.12) 
Now by using (5.3.10), we have 
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tMy)'-^y 
=-C#2w t °r'(^ ) 
i=r+l 
Fjy) 
F(x) 
Yi 
dy. (5.3.13) 
After substituting (5.3.13) into (5.3.12) and noting that 
d 
dy 
^{^•>y) - ^1 (^)^2(>')' ^ ^ required expression is obtained. 
Theorem 5.3.2: For the distribution given in (5.1.1) and for 
\<r<s<n-\, nG.N, A: = l,2,---, w = (wi,W2,...w„_i) e 9\ 
E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,m,k)}] - E[^{X\r,n,m,k)X'{s - \,n,m,k))] 
Ysca 
•E[\i/{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,m,k)]] 
Proof: From (5.1.2) and (5.3.8), we have 
E{^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s,n,fn,k))] - E[^{X'{r,n,m,k)X'{s - U,m,k)}] 
r, 
F{y) 
Fix) 
r-i 
i=\ cah'(y) J 
and hence the result. 
Remark 5.3.3: For^(.r,>^) = ^ 2 M ' Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 reduce to 
Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 (i) respectively. 
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Examples: 
i) Inverse Weibull Distribution 
F(x) = e-^^^''^^, x>0,p, 0>O. 
Here we have 
a = l,b = Oand h{x) = e~^^'''^\ 
Let 
^{x,y) = x^yj'-^ 
then 
h\y) ^gP 
Thus from (5.3.7), we have 
E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J^^{s,n,m,k)] 
- E[X'' {r,n,m,k)X'-i^^{s -\,n,m,k)] 
= - 0 ' + )^ E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J^P^\s,n,m,k)] 
YsPO^ 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szynal, (2001b). 
ii) Power function distribution 
F{x) = rPxP, 0<x<X. 
Here we have 
a = A~^,^, = 0and/7(x) = ;c^. 
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Then 
P 
Then from (5.3.7), we get 
E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J^\s,n,m,k)] 
-E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J^\s-\,n,m,k)] 
= -^^i^E[X''{r,n,m,k) X'-'^\s,n,m,k)]. 
YsP 
iii) Pareto Distribution 
F{x)=^\-a"x~^, x>cr, a, (j>0. 
Here we have 
a = -cj'^ , 6 = 1, h{x) = x~'^ and ^{x) = x-'^K 
Then 
a a 
Therefore from (5.3.7), we have 
E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J'^^{s,n,m,k)] 
-E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'J^\s-\,n,m,k)] 
=.fdlRE[X''{r,n,m,k)X'J^\s.n,m,k)] 
--^=^^^£•[r'(^«,w,^).r^•^^+V^,'^^w,^)]. 
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